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Kernel-LEAF is a logic plus functional language based on the flattening technique. It differs 
from other similar languages because it is able to cope with partial (undefined or non- 
terminating) functions. This is achieved by introducing the distinction between data structures 
and (functional) term structures, and by using two kinds of equality. The language has a clean 
model-theoretic semantics, where the domains of the interpretations are the algebraic CPOs. 
In these domains the difference between the two equalities corresponds to a different 
behaviour with respect to continuity. The operational semantics (based on SLD-resolution) is 
proved sound and complete with respect to the model-theoretic one. Finally, an outermost 
strategy, more efficient than unrestricted SLD-resolution, but still complete, is presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the last years several efforts were devoted to the problem of integrating the 
most promising classes of declarative languages, i.e., the logic and the functional 
languages. Several different approaches have been proposed. For a discussion of the 
various approaches, see [S, 6, 411. 
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If the functional part is constrained to be first-order, the integration between 
functional programming and logic programming can be achieved in a purely logical 
framework, namely, Horn clause logic with equality. Since function definitions are 
basically directed equalities, i.e., rewrite rules, some important results available in 
the rewriting system domain can be exploited, possibly via some extensions, in the 
design of the integrated language. 
The language we consider is a refinement and an evolution of LEAF [2,3]; it is 
one example where the integration is based on extending a relational logic language 
(pure Horn clause logic) with equality. Other examples are the proposal in [39], 
FUNLOG [43], and EQLOG [25,26]. A nice semantic characterization of 
complete logic programs with equality is given in [31]. 
The functional component (defined by equations) is given an operational seman- 
tics based on unification, which exhibits the same properties of standard logic 
programs, i.e., logical variables, search, partially determined data structures, and 
function invertibility. We can then consider the functional component separately as 
a logic language with functional notation. Examples are the language in [40], the 
language in [42], and SLOG [21,22]. 
An other approach for the operational semantics of the functional component is 
to use narrowing [20, 291. Narrowing a functional expression is applying to it the 
minimum substitution such that the resulting expression is reducible and then 
reduce it. The substitution is found by unifying the expression with the left-hand 
sides of equations. In general there will be several narrowings for an expression, one 
for each equation whose left-hand side is unifiable with the expression. An expres- 
sion (or an equation) containing existentially quantified variables (logical variables) 
can be narrowed, possibly yielding a set of narrowing substitutions (answers). This 
is essentially the same situation of query evaluation in relational logic programs. 
Narrowing can be implemented as a proper extension of reduction, and is (the base 
for) a complete goal-solving algorithm for canonical, i.e., confluent and terminating, 
equational theories. 
Some of the above-mentioned languages are based on some form of narrowing. 
This is the case of EQLOG [25, 261, where narrowing is applied to confuent and 
terminating equational theories, and of FUNLOG [43], whose semantic unifica- 
tion is essentially narrowing, of the language proposed by Reddy [40], based on 
equational theories with constructors. 
Narrowing, however, is not the only inference rule which can be used for logic 
languages based on equational theories. A different approach, first suggested in 
LEAF [2], is based on the transformation of equations to flat form and on a SLD- 
resolution inference rule, which is applied to “flat” clauses, where function composi- 
tion is eliminated and replaced by the logical operator and. Equations in flat form 
are used in SLOG [21, 221, which, however, uses a different inference system (the 
flattening technique was first introduced, in the theorem-proving domain, by [ 143; 
more recently, it has been used in Surface Deduction [17]). SLD-resolution on flat 
equations has the advantage of being based on a (single) computational model, the 
one of Prolog, that is now quite standard and efficiently implemented. Another 
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relevant advantage of flattening with respect to narrowing is the possibility to deal 
with conditional equations, without need of extensions. 
The need of coping with infinite data structures and partial functions, which are 
typical functional programming concepts, leads to the introduction of two notions 
of equality, which can be characterized by two sets of Horn clauses. Strict-equality 
is only defined on finite and completely determined data structures. The other (non- 
strict) equality is defined on partially determined or infinite data structures. 
Partial and infinite terms lead to the need of considering complete partial orders 
as interpretation domains. From the semantics viewpoint, the resulting logic 
language is therefore more complex than those definable by the general construc- 
tion proposed in [32, 331, where extensions are essentially modeled by defining 
equivalence classes on the flat Herbrand Universe. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the basic design choices are 
explicitly motivated. Sections 3, 4, and 5 formally present the syntax of the 
language, its operational and its declarative semantics. Section 6 states the sound- 
ness and completeness theorems, which establish the equivalence between the 
operational and the declarative semantics. Finally, Section 7 presents an efficient 
computational model based on an outermost strategy. The reader is assumed to be 
familiar with the theory of logic programming [ 1, 361 and with the rewriting 
systems [8, 381. (A short version of this paper has been presented in [35].) 
2. THE RATIONALE 
2.1. Logic plus Functional Languages, 
Equational Systems, and Properties of Narrowing 
As already mentioned, the functional component of a logic plus functional 
(L + F) language can be based on equational systems and narrowing can be used 
as the equation-solving algorithm. Narrowing algorithms, however, are complete 
only for equational systems satisfying suitable conditions. We will then first charac- 
terize the properties of equational systems which are adequate to model a suf- 
ficiently powerful L + F language and then we look into the problems of narrowing 
completeness. 
The first relevant feature is related to termination. Since we want the language to 
be able to cope with infinite data structures and partial functions, we have to deal 
with (possibly) nonterminating equational systems. 
An L + F integrated language, based on Horn clause logic with equality, should 
allow us to combine equational atoms and ordinary predicates (relational atoms). 
This can be achieved by conditional equational systems, where predicates are simply 
considered as boolean functions (i.e., a relational atom p is read as a (directed) 
equation p = true). The pure logic (relational) component could thus be handled by 
the same computational mechanism used for the functional component. Note that, 
if conditional equations are used to represent definite Horn clauses, the no extra- 
variables condition [37] (all the vaiables occurring in the right-hand side (rhs) of 
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the conditional equations must occur in the left-hand side (lhs)) does not hold in 
the general case. 
We can now discuss the problem of narrowing completeness. A consequence of 
Hullot’s proof [29] of the completeness of narrowing as equation-solving algorithm 
for canonical (i.e., confluent and terminating) equational systems, is that termina- 
tion only plays a role in finding non-normalizable solutions. Therefore, if one is 
only interested in normal-form solutions, narrowing is complete for confluent 
theories even in absence of termination. However, if the system is not terminating, 
confluence cannot be reduced to local confluence. Hence the completion methods 
based on rule superposition cannot be exploited. Nevertheless, there is an impor- 
tant class of rewrite systems where confluence is ensured by syntactical constraints. 
Two conditions are sufficient: (1) weak non-ambiguity, i.e., l-step local confluence; 
and (2) left-linearity, i.e., in the lhs of a rule each variable occurs once (see, for 
example, [28]). These conditions are usually satisfied in the framework of a L + F 
programming language, where the rules are function definitions in the ordinary 
deterministic sense. Narrowing is therefore complete for these systems with respect 
to normalizable solutions, thus allowing partial functions and infinite data 
structures. 
In order to define an interpreter for an integrated L + F language, we must con- 
sider conditional equations. In [37] conditional narrowing is proved complete for 
canonical conditional systems, under the assumption that no extra-variables occur. 
For confluent but possibly non-terminating systems completeness only holds, once 
again, with respect to normalized solutions. Note that, in the case of relational 
definitions, weak non-ambiguity is always guaranteed. In fact, since they have the 
form p = true c rhs, critical pairs can always be reduced in one step to the constant 
true. 
If, however, extra-variables are present in the rhs’s, confluence is no longer suf- 
ficient to guarantee completeness, even in presence of termination [lo]. The slightly 
stronger notion of level-confluence, which is still implied by weak non-ambiguity 
and by left linearity, can be profitably introduced. Conditional narrowing is com- 
plete if the system is terminating and level-confluent [lo]. However, in the case of 
level-confluent nonterminating systems, conditional narrowing may fail to find even 
normalizable solutions. For example, given the system 
f(a) = 4tla)) 
g(a)=b+x=c(x) 
(where x is a variable). The solution (in normal form) {z := b} of the equation 
g(u) = z (where z is a variable) cannot be found, because in order to rewrite g(u) 
into b one should solve the equation x = c(x), whose solution f(a), which is not 
normalizable and instantiates the two sides of the equation to the non-normalizable 
terms f(a) and c(f(a)), cannot be computed by narrowing. In summary, there 
exists no syntactical characterization of nonterminating conditional equational 
systems with extra variables for which conditional narrowing is complete (with 
respect to normalizable solutions). 
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2.2. Theories with Constructors and III,, Systems 
An important design choice is the restriction to equational theories with construc- 
tors, where the distinction is made between functions and data constructors. This 
allows us to characterize theories which essentially define functional programs, 
ruling out equations that could better be viewed as program properties. For 
example, if nil and cons are considered data constructors, then the equations 
append(ni1, x) = x 
append(cons(x, y), z) = cons(x, append( y, z)), 
are function definitions, since the left parts contain only one (outermost) function 
symbol. On the other side, an equation like 
append(append(x, y ), z) = append(x, append( y, 2)) 
would be considered a program property and would not be allowed as program 
component. 
If this distinction between functions and data constructors is present, it is natural 
to consider only ground data terms, i.e., terms built on (constants and) construc- 
tors, as the individuals in the Herbrand models of the language. If the application 
of a function f to an argument a gives rise to a nonterminating computation we do 
not want to consider f (a), or any of the functional terms generated in the infinite 
rewriting sequence off (a), as the “value” off (a), therefore the possible loss off(a) 
as a solution of some equation corresponds to the intended semantics. 
In this framework, the fact that conditional narrowing may not be able to find 
some non-normalizable solutions, instead of being a drawback, would be a perfectly 
adequate behaviour. On the contrary, the algorithm exhibits the opposite flaw: 
it still produces undesired “non-data” solutions. For example the equation 
c(f(a))= c(x) would be solved by unification producing {x := f(a)}. Therefore, if 
soundness with respect to the intended semantics has to hold, the narrowing 
(syntactical) unification has to be allowed between data terms only, and forbidden 
between “true” functional terms. Also the narrowing final step, consisting in the 
syntactical unification between the two sides of the equation, has to verify the same 
constraint. This can be achieved by considering the equality symbol in the goal 
(and in the bodies of program clauses) as an ordinary predicate represented by a 
new symbol 3, whose definition is given by a clause 
4x, > . ..> x,) = d( y,, . . . . y,) + XI = y,, . . . . x, -y,,, (m>O) 
for each (m-adic) constructor d. This clause, as already noted, should be intended 
as 
(4x,, . . . . x,),d(y ,,..., y,,,))=true+-- (x,,y,)=true ,..., -(x,,y,,,)=true. 
The constrained final step can be simulated by (usual) narrowing steps using these 
clauses. 
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If function definitions are constrained to be left-linear and weakly non- 
ambiguous, the language belongs to the the class called III, in Bergstra-Klop’s 
classification of rewriting systems [8]. In fact, this class is characterized by i) left- 
linearity, ii) weak non-ambiguity, and iii) the condition that body literals have the 
form t = e where e is a ground unconditional normal form, i.e., it is a ground term 
not unifiable with any of the lhs’s of the heads. In our case, all the e’s simply coin- 
cide with the data constant true. III,, rewriting systems are level-confluent, and, 
moreover, every body equation, having the form p = true, or = (tl, t2) = true, 
trivially satisfies the property that every solution instantiates the two sides of the 
equation to normalizable terms. The last property of III, systems is clearly related 
to one of the causes of narrowing incompleteness, mentioned in section 2.1. 
The language K-LEAF belongs to the class of III, systems and has the already 
discussed distinction between functions and data constructors. As we will show in 
the following, the language has a complete proof procedure based on resolution. 
This procedure is also proved to be equivalent to conditional narrowing, which is 
therefore complete. K-LEAF is then one syntactical characterization of nonter- 
minating conditional equational systems with extra-variables, for which conditional 
narrowing is complete. 
2.3. Flattening, Resolution, and Equalities 
A narrowing-based proof procedure can be transformed into an SLD-resolution 
procedure via the introduction of aflattening translation phase which was described 
in the earlier version of LEAF [3]. For every functional nesting g(f(a)) the 
flattening procedure introduces an equation f(a) =x (where x is a new variable) 
and replaces f (a) with x in g. Resolution of a flattened goal using the transformed 
program is able to exactly mimic narrowing, provided that suitable clauses are 
added to the program to handle the newly introduced equations. In other words, 
equalities introduced by flattening (denoted by = ) have to be dealt with differently 
from those originally present in the bodies of the clauses and in the goal (denoted 
by = ). In particular, the clauses for = must allow the elimination off (a) = x, 
whenever f(a) would not have been selected by narrowing (i.e., when its value is 
not required to reduce g(f (a))). 
2.4. Cpo Semantics us Standard Semantics 
The semantics we are trying to define also must cope with the important role 
played by non-strict functions, i.e., functions which may terminate even on inputs 
from nonterminating functions. They are typically selectors which operate on 
infinite data structures, as in the following example 
nuts(n) = cons(n, nats(s(n))) 
first(cons(x, 1)) = x. 
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By composing the selector first with the generator nuts we can write, for example, 
a term first(nuts(0)) whose value is a finite data structure, i.e., 0. Now if the com- 
positional character of meaning has to be preserved, also non-normalizable terms. 
like nuts(O), which may occur as subterms within normalizable expressions, have to 
be assigned a denotation, which is bound to be the class of all the partial results 
of the infinite computation along with the usual approximation ordering on them 
or, equivalently, the infinite data structure defined as the least upper bound of this 
class. This means that the Herbrand Universe has to be augmented with the 
indefinite constant I (bottom) and with all the other “partial terms,” i.e., data 
terms containing some occurrence of I, and then completed into an algebraic cpo 
by adding all the missing lubs, i.e., the infinite objects. 
In the intended interpretations, = is the strict equality, i.e., equality between 
total finite terms, while = is the non-strict equality, which may hold on infinite (or 
partial) terms also. It should be noted that the relation corresponding to ordinary 
semidecidable first-order-logic equality is basically =. Non-strict equality is not 
semidecidable. This is not amazing because, even with respect to our new partial- 
order semantics, non-strict equality may be true in the Herbrand models, without 
being true in every model. Take, for example, the function definitions 
f(a) = a-(a)) 
g(a) = c(s(a)). 
In every Herbrand model, the denotation of both f(u) and g(u) is the infinite term 
c(c(c( . . . ))), which is the lub of the set of the partial results (I, c(I), c(c( I)), 
c(c(c(l))), . ..}. Therefore, the non-strict equalityf(u) = g(u) is true in those models. 
In an algebraic-cpo model, on the other hand, the denotations of the two terms do 
not need to be the same. Hence the above equation is not a logical consequence of 
the previous function definitions. This corresponds to the fact that in the ordinary 
first-order-logic semanticsf(u) and g(u) have two different denotations even in the 
Herbrand model, namely the two equivalence classes {f(u), c(f(u)), c(c(f(u))), . . . 1 
and {da), c(g(a)), c(c(g(a))), . . . 1, which in the partial-order constructor-based 
semantic collapse into one, via the substitution of the elements f(u) and g(u) with 
1. From an algebraic point of view, theories with constructors are a particular case 
of data theories, i.e., algebraic theories based on data constraints. Hence the non- 
provability of f(u) = g( ) a corresponds to the undecidublity of the word problem in 
data theories. 
The above argument also shows that in this new “functional-logic” semantics it 
is no longer true that if a set of clauses has a model, then it has a Herbrand model. 
For instance, there are algebraic-cpo models, but no Herbrand models, for the 
above set of clauses {f(u) = c(f(u)), g(u) = c(g(u)), c f(u) = g(u)}. The loss of this 
fundamental property, however, does not bother us, because in the programming 
language the occurrence of the two different equality symbols is not free but 
restricted to perfectly precise roles. For example, a non-strict equation like f(u) = 
g(u) is not an acceptable goal. Therefore a non-Herbrand satisfiable set of clauses 
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like the one above could never show up. For acceptable sets of clauses, satisfiability 
always implies Herbrand satisfiability. 
The advocated partial-order logic is, in conclusion, not so far from standard 
Horn clause logic with equality, which is of course restricted to weakly non- 
ambigous left linear systems. Every goal solution that can be found in the standard 
framework by a complete inference system, e.g., narrowing, is also valid, and can 
therefore be found in the new logic, with the exception of equations likef(a) = g(x) 
for f(a) non-defined or non-terminating. On the other hand, every acceptable 
goal-and therefore every equality between total finite terms-which is true with 
respect to the new semantics (and thus derivable) is also true in the standard 
semantics. 
The design decisions emerging from the above argument have led us to the defini- 
tion of a logic + functional programming system which, while at the user interface 
level is the same as LEAF [3], i.e., basically Horn clause logic with equality, is 
endowed with an operational and model-theoretic semantics which are deeply 
modified with respect to the earlier version, mainly owing to the explicit introduc- 
tion of the two kinds of equality. A nice and rigorous completeness result can then 
be achieved, in contrast to most proposals of L + F-integrated languages. 
3. SYNTAX OF K-LEAF 
K-LEAF is a logic + equational programming language, i.e., a language based on 
Horn clause logic (HCL) with equality. The concrete syntax of K-LEAF is essen- 
tially the same as the syntax of LEAF [3]. The term syntax is any signature with 
constructors, i.e., it is based on the distinction between constructors and functions, 
corresponding to the distinction, found in all the ordinary programming languages, 
between data structures and algorithms. 
The language alphabet consists of a set C of data constructor symbols, a set F of 
function symbols, a set P of predicate symbols, a set V of variable symbols, and the 
special equality symbols = and = . The distinction between data constructor and 
function symbols leads to the distinction between (general) terms and data terms. 
A data term is: 
(i) a variable symbol, or 
(ii) a data constructor application c(d,, . . . . d,,), where CE C and d,, . . . . d, are 
data terms. 
A term is: 
(i) a data term, or 
(ii) a data constructor application c(t,, . . . . t,), where c E C and t,, . . . . t, are 
terms, or 
(iii) a function application f(tt, . . . . t,), where fe F and tr, . . . . t, are terms. 
Terms of this form will be called functional terms. 
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The clauses of the language are defined in the usual way, with some constraints on 
the syntax of atoms. A head atom is: 
term, (!r 
an equation f(d,, . . . . d,) < t, where f~ F, d,, . . . . d, are data terms, t is a 
(ii) a relation p(d,, . . . . d,), where PEP and d,, . . . . d, are data terms. 
Moreover, the following two conditions have to be satisfied 
(a) multiple occurrences of the same variable in (d,, . . . . d,) are not allowed 
(left-linearity) 
(b) (in the equation case) all the variables occurring in t must also occur in 
(d, , . . . . A,,) (definite outputs). 
A body atom is: 
(i) a strict equation t, = t,, where ti and t, are terms, or 
(ii) a relation p(t , , . . . . t,), where p E P and t,, . . . . t,, are terms. 
A definite clause is a formula of the form A +- B,, . . . . B, (n 3 0) where A is a head 
atom and B,, . . . . B, are body atoms. If n = 0 then the clause A +- is called a unit 
clause and is denoted by A. A goal statement is a formula of the form t B,, . . . . B, 
(n 2 0), where B, , . . . . B, are body atoms. If n = 0 then the goal is called an empty 
goal and is denoted by t . 
A program W is a set of define clauses (C,, . . . . C,} which are weakly non- 
ambiguous, i.e., such that for each pair of equational headers t’ = U’ and t” = u”, if 
there exists a replacement 9 of variables to data terms (substitution) which makes 
identical t’ and t”, then U’ and U” are data terms and they are identical under the 
same replacement. 
EXAMPLE 1. The following is a K-LEAF program: 
{ plus(U, x) = x. 
PlMS(.~), Y 1 = S(PWX, Y )I. 
nat(x) = cons(x, nat(s(x))). 
odd( ) = oddl(nat(s(0)). 
oddl(cons(x, cons( y, 2))) = cons(x, oddl(z)). 
sqrlist( ) = cons(0, sqrfistZ(0, odd( )). 
sqrIis2 1 ((x, cons( y, z)) = cons(plus(x, y), sqrlist I( plus(x, y), z)). 
sqr(x) = extract(x, sqrlist( )). 
extract(0, cons(x, y)) =x. 
extract(s(x), cons( y, z)) = extract(x, z). 
,0(x, .v, 2) +- sqrtz) -plus(sqr(x), sqr(y)).} 
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This program defines some non-terminating functions, such as nut (which computes 
the infinite list of naturals), sqrlist (the list of squares), odd (the list of odd 
numbers); sqr(x) computes the square of x, and the relation p(x, y, z) denotes all 
the triples (x, y, z), such that: x2 +y* = z2. 0, s, and cons are data constructors. 
Some comments about the definition of the language are in order: 
l The definition of the language could be simplified by adding the special 
data constant true and by considering strict equations t, = t2 and relations 
P(f, 3 . . . . t,) as special equations, t, E t, = true and p(t , , . . . . t,) = true, respectively. In 
this way the only basic construct would be the equation. The intended semantics is 
the same, and this will be used to simplify the proofs. We prefer to maintain the 
present notation in order to emphasize the difference between the logical and the 
functional part of a K-LEAF program. 
l The distinction between data terms and terms leads traditionally to restrict 
the notion of “intended value” of a term. In rewriting languages usually the value 
of a term t is the term t’ in normal form (if any) to which t reduces. Here this 
notion is enforced by the requirement of t’ being a data term (note that a data term 
in K-LEAF is always in normal form). 
l There are two equality symbols, = and =, with two different interpreta- 
tions in the declarative semantics; they can be both defined through a set of Horn 
clauses (see Section 4.3). Their intuitive meaning is the following: 
= -, which occurs only in the clause bodies or in the goals, is a strict- 
equality. The atom t, = t2 is true if t, and t, have the same finite “data 
value,” i.e., if they are reducible to the same finite data term. This kind 
of equality is the most definite one which preserves continuity (see 
Section 5), and, therefore, computability. 
T, which occurs only in the heads of K-LEAF programs, closely resembles 
the reducibility symbol in [44], and the clauses with an equational 
head can be interpreted as conditional rewrite rules [25, 301. = is non- 
strict, i.e., it can be true also between terms which have an undefined 
or an infinite data value. This kind of equality cannot be given a 
continuous interpretation (see Section 5). 
l Weak non-ambiguity, definite outputs, and left linearity conditions (on 
equational heads) are necessary to ensure that the interpretation of any functional 
symbol is actually a function. Note that, in rewriting system terminology, the first 
two conditions do not guarantee the confluence if non-terminating functions are 
present [28]. Moreover, the left linearity condition (both on equational and rela- 
tional heads) is necessary because multiple occurrences of the same variable would 
introduce an implicit non-continuous equality test, thus affecting the continuity of 
the predicates and the functions definable in the language. In our language every 
equality test must be realized through the predicate =. 
l In the user syntax left linearity on relational heads could be dropped, since 
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a clause like p(x, x) t B, , . . . . B, might automatically be transformed by the parser 
into p(x, y) t x = y, B,, . . . . B,. In general, if there are k + 1 occurrences of x in the 
arguments of a head, they are replaced by the new variables x1, . . . . xkr and the 
strict-equalities x = x,, . . . . x = xk are added to the body. Similar techniques have 
been introduced in Parlog [16]. This transformation could not apply to the 
functional heads case, because it could cause the loss of weak non-ambiguity. 
4. THE FLAT FORM AND THE OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF K-LEAF 
The operational semantics of K-LEAF is based on SLD-resolution without the 
addition of any E-unification algorithm, following the techniques already used in 
[2, 3, 441 and in agreement with the results of [ 12). Function nestings are flattened 
into conjunctions of atoms, so that functional dependencies are explicitly repre- 
sented. The flattened form of a K-LEAF program can be considered as a program in 
a different language on the same alphabet, which we call Flat-LEAF. A procedure 
will be described which transforms every K-LEAF program into a (semantically 
equivalent) Flat-LEAF program. Since compositions of functions are not allowed, 
the execution of Flat-LEAF programs is merely SLD-resolution. The operational 
semantics of K-LEAF is provided via the flattening procedure and the operational 
semantics of Flat-LEAF. The last can therefore be considered as an intermediate 
language to implement K-LEAF, with all the well-known advantages of having a 
declarative intermediate language. 
4.1. The Flat-LEAF 
In this section we define the syntax of the Flat-LEAF. The language alphabet is 
the same as the alphabet of K-LEAF (see Section 3). The main diffeences are that 
no more than one function occurrence-the most external one--can be present in 
a term (no function compositions), and (flat) equations are allowed in the body of 
clauses. 
A flat atom is 
terms (‘o’r 
an equation f(d,, . . . . d,) = d, where f~ F and d,. . . . . d, and d are data 
iii) a strict equation d, = d,, where d, and d2 are data terms, or 
(iii) a relation p(d,, . . . . d,), where PEP and d,, . . . . d,, are data terms. 
A flat body atom is a flat atom. The flat heads are the flat atoms of the kinds (i) 
and (iii). The atoms of the kind (ii) can be used as flat heads only in the special 
case of clauses defining the strict-equality (see Section 4.3). A definite jlat clause is 
a clause A +-B,, . . . . B,, where A is a flat head, and B,, . . . . B, are flat body atoms. 
Of course, some constraints, as in the K-LEAF case, are necessary in order to 
guarantee continuity of predicates and functions. Let us introduce the following 
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definitions. For any expression (term, atom or clause) E, Var(E) is the set of 
variables occurring in E. If A is an equation t, = t2 then In(A) (input variables, or 
consumed oariables) is Var(t,), while Out(A) (output oariables, or produced 
oariubles) is Var(t,). The atom t1 = t2 is the producer of all the variables in 
Out(t, = tz). If A is a relational atom or a strict equation then In(A) = Var(A) and 
Out(A) = 0. Note that this is in agreement with the interpretation of A as the 
equation A = true. If A,, A2 are equational atoms, then the producer-consumer 
relationship L is defined as follows: A, L A2 iff Out(A,) nIn(A,) # 0 (A, 
consumes some of the variables produced by A,). Note that A, L A, is possible 
only if A, is an equation. 
Let A c B,, . . . . B, be a Flat-LEAF clause. The additional constraints are 
(a) L is acyclic, that is -3Bj,, . . . . Bjk (k 2 1) B,, L ... L Bjk L Bj, (or, 
equivalently, the transitive closure of L is an ordering relation). 
(b) If i #j, then Out(BJ n Out(B,) = @ (no multiple productions). 
(c) For every variable XE Out(A), either XE In(A) or there exists Bj with 
definite inputs such that x E Out(Bj). Bj has definite inputs iff for every variable 
YE In(Bj), either y E In(A) or, recursively, there exists a (distinct) Bi with definite 
inputs such that y E Out(B;). 
(d) For every equation Bj, Out(B,) n In(A) = 0. 
(e) A is left-linear. 
(f) For every equation t, = t2 in the body there are no multiple occurrences 
of the same variable in t2 (right linearity). 
A flat goal is a goal c B,, . . . . B,, where B,, . . . . B, are flat bodies and conditions 
(a), (b) and (f) in the previous definition hold. If n = 0 then the goal is an empty 
goal, denoted by e. A jlat program is a set of delinite flat clauses satisfying the 
condition of weak non-ambiguity. 
Few comments are in order. Constraint (c) replaces the definite outputs condition 
in K-LEAF equational heads. The other constraints avoid implicit (i.e., expressed 
via identity of variables) equality tests between two or more terms with possibly 
undefined or infinite value. Explicit tests of this kind are avoided by the require- 
ment that only data terms can occur as the right part of body equations. Remember 
that the occurrence of these tests could affect the continuity of the functions defined 
in the program, or, from an operational point of view, the existence of a sound and 
complete computational mechanism. In Section 5.1 all of these constraints will be 
shown necessary for the definition of the fixed-point semantics (which traditionally 
represents the link between the operational and the model-theoretic semantics). 
4.2. Transformation to Flat Form (Flattening) 
In this section we formally define the transformation from K-LEAF programs 
into Flat-LEAF programs (flattening). Let us introduce some notions. A data 
context is [ ] (hole), or c(e,, . . . . e,), where CE C and e,, . . . . . e, are data terms or 
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data contexts. In other words a data context is a data term with some holes. For 
example, if c, de C and x is a variable, then d( [ 1, c(c(x, [ I), x)) is a context 
with two holes. Data terms are data contexts with no holes. The application of a 
data context (with n holes) e to the terms t,, . . . . t, is the term e[t,, . . . . t,] obtained 
by replacing the holes in e by t r, ,.., t,, from left to right. For example, the applica- 
tion of the above data context to f(x) and g(x) gives d(f(x), c(c(x, g(x)), x)). Any 
term can be represented as an application of a data context to functional terms. 
Namely, t is reresented as e[t,, . . . . t,], where e is the external part of t containing 
data constructors only (if any), and t,, . . . . t, are the subterms of t with function 
symbols at the outermost level. In particular, if t is functional then it can be 
obtained as the application of [ ] to t itself. From now on the terms t,, . . . . r,, in 
4tl , . . . . t,], if not specified, are implicitly assumed to be functional. 
In the following we give a top-down declarative description of flattening: fi’ut 
denotes the flattening on programs; flatc the flattening on clauses; and flath the 
flattening on body atoms. Note that j7utb is defined on equations also, since 
unflattened equations (of the form t = x, where x is a variable) can be introduced 
by jlatc and ,flatb. 
(1) Flattening of K-LEAF programs. If W is {C,, . . . . C,,), then ,flut( W) is 
(flatc(Cl)> “‘> .mc(C,)}. 
(2) Flattening of K-LEAF definite clauses and goal statements. 
(2.1) If C is p(d,, . . . . d,)c B,, . . . . B, then jktc(C) is p(d,, . . . . d,) t 
Jlutb( B, ), . . . . flatb( B,). 
(2.2) If Cisf(d ,,..., d,)=e[t ,,..., tm]+Bl ,..., B,, thenflutc(C)isf(d ,,..., dk)= 
e[x, , . . . . x,] +flatb( t 1 = x,), . . . . $‘utb( t, = x,), ,flatb( B, ), . . . . ,flatb( B,). 
where x 1, . . . . x, are new variables. 
(2.3) If C is +- B,, . . . . B, (goal statement), then flatc(C) is t 
.PWB, 1, . ..> .Patb(B,). 
(3) Flattening of body atoms. 
(3.1) If B is e’[t;, . . . . t;] -e”[t;, . . . . ti], then flutb(B) is jlatb(t’, = xi), . . . . 
flatb(tk = XL), flatb(t; = xl), . . . . flatb(tL = xt), e’[x;, . . . . xk] = 
e”[x;, . . . . xi], where xi, . . . . XL, x;, . . . . xz are new variables. 
(3.2) If B is p(e,[t,,, . . . . tlm,], . . . . en[tn,, . . . . t,,,]), then Jlatb(B) is 
.Putb(t,, =x1,), . . ..flatb(t.,, =x,m,), . . ..flMt., =x,,)r . . ..flMt.,,n= 
x,,,J, de1 [xl,, . . . . x,,,,,l, . . . . e,Cx,, , . . . . x,,,J) where xl,, . . . . -Ye,,,, 9 ...( 
x nl 3 ‘.‘7 X nm, are new variables. 
(3.3) If B is of the form f(e,[t,,, . . . . tlm,], . . . . en[tnl, . . . . tn,,,,])=x, then 
path(B) is: $‘utb(t,, =x1,), . . . . flatb(t,,, =x1,,,,), . . . . jlotb(t,,, =x,,,), . . . . 
.Putb(tnmn = xnmn)), f (e, Cx,,, . . . . xlm,l, . . . . e,Cx,, , . . . . -L,,J) =-XI where 
-y, 1, ..., X ,m, 7 .“1 x,1 3 . . . . X nm, are new variables. 
Note that since the number of clauses in a program, the number of atoms in 
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a clause, and the nested structure of an atom are finite, the flattening algorithm 
terminates in a finite number of steps. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the program of Example 1. The corresponding Flat- 
LEAF program is 
{ phs(0, x) = x. 
ph4s(s(x), y) = s(v) t pZus(x, y) = v. 
Tut(x) = cons(x, v) t nat(s(x)) = u. 
odd( ) = oddZ(v) +- nat(s(0)) = 0. 
oddz(cons(x, cons(y, z))) = cons(x, v) t oddZ(z) = v. 
sqrlist( ) = cons(0, v,) 4- sqrlistZ(0, v2) = vl, odd( ) = v2. 
sqrlistZ(x, cons(y, z)) = cons(v,. v2) tpZus(x,y) = v,, sqrlistZ(v,, 2) = v2, 
plus(x, y) = 03. 
sqr(x) = y + extract(x, z) = y, sqrlist( ) = z. 
extract(0, cons(x, y)) = x. 
extract(s(x), cons(y, z)) = v c extract(x, z) = v. 
p(x, y, z) t v1 = v2, sqr(z) = v,, plus(v,, v4) = v2, sqr(x) = u3, sqr(y) = v4.} 
Note that the only equations introduced by the flattening in the body are of 
the form t = x. Flattening does not affect weak non-ambiguity; together with the 
following theorem this guarantees that the flattening of K-LEAF programs actually 
results into Flat-LEAF programs. 
THEOREM 1. Zf C is a K-LEAF clause [goal] thenflutc(C) is a Flat-LEAF clause 
[goaf]. 
Proof: It is easy to see that flatc(C) satisfies conditions (i)-(iii) on flat atoms. 
Let us prove that it satisfies constraints (a)-(f). 
(a) (by contradiction) Assume that, in the body of flat(C), 3B,, . . . . B, such 
that B, L ... L B, L B,. Clearly one of them, say B,, is a new atom introduced by 
flattening. Let j, k be the indexes such that Bj L Bi L B, . . . L Bj. Consider the 
flattening step which has generated Bi. There are two cases: 
(1) B, and B, have been generated by flut(B;). Then Bi L Bb L ... L Bi 
holds. 
(2) B, and Bi have been generated by jlut( B:). Then Bi. L B; L ... L B: 
holds. 
No other cases are possible; for example, if B, were introduced by flattening the 
head of C, then Out(Bi) would be a variable occurring only in the (right part of 
the) head of j&c(C). This argument shows that flattening steps cannot generate 
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cycles, and therefore, by repeating it, we eventually infer the existence of one such 
cycle in C, which is a contradiction. 
(b, d, f) Every equational body atom introduced by the flattening algorithm 
has the form t = x, where x is a new variable and therefore x cannot occur either 
in the output part of any other equational atom or in the input part of the head. 
Moreover, right linearity is trivially ensured. 
(c) If ,f[atc(C) has an equational head, say t = e[x,, . . . . x,], then C has an 
equational head of the form t = e[ t, , . . . . t,], and the case (22) of flattening applies. 
Since C has definite outputs, Var(e) is contained in Var(t). Moreover, the x,‘s occur 
also in the right part of body atoms introduced by flattening the head. It is easy to 
show (by induction) that these atoms have definite inputs. 
(e) It is sufficient to note that flattening does not modify the left part of the 
equational heads. 1 
The correctness of flattening, that is, the semantic equivalence between the 
programs W and flat( W), is proved in Section 2.5.2. 
4.3. Equality and Strict-Equalit}> 
Due to the flatness of atoms, a Flat-LEAF program W can be executed by SLD- 
resolution (with syntactic unification) only. Anyway, the behaviour of strict equa- 
tions has to be defined. Moreover, some problems can arise in handling equations. 
In this section we show that equations and strict equations can also be handled by 
SLD-resolution; it is sufficient to add two special sets of Horn clauses, = ( W) and 
= (W). 
4.3.1. Strict-Equality 
5 is intended to model the strict equality on data terms. This relation can be 
defined, in a Horn clauses style, by the standard axioms which model the identity 
on ground data terms. 
DEFINITION 1. (Clauses for = ). Given a program W, = ( W) is the set of all the 
clauses 
(i) c = c, for every (0-adic) data constructor c of W, and 
(ii) d(x,, . . . . x,) E d(y,, . . . . y,) t xi = y,, . . . . x, z y,,, for every (n-adic) data 
constructor d of W. 
For example, if W is the program (plus(0, y) =x, plus(s(x), y) = s(pfus(x, y))}, 
where 0 and s are data constructors, then = ( W) is the set (0 - 0, s(x) = s(y) 
cx = y}. Note that = would not result strict if (ii) were replaced by a clause 
d(x, , . . . . x,) 3 d(x,, . . . . x,). 
571/42’2-2 
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4.3.2. Equality 
The intended meaning of equations is the (algebraic) congruence relation induced 
by the clauses (with equational headers) of W, viewed as conditional equivalence 
axioms. We want this relation to be non-strict, that is, it must hold even if the 
arguments are both undefined or partially defined (with the same values on the 
defined component). Note that this condition implies the relation to be non- 
monotonic. This form of non-strictness allows to handle functions which are 
(partially or totally) undefined, or functions whose output is infinite. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let W be the program (JrstO(cons(0, w)), nat(n)=cons(n, 
nat(s(n)))}, where 0, s and COGS are data constructors;firstO is a predicate which 
succeeds if the first element of its list argument is 0 and does not depend on the rest 
of it (w); nat(n) is a function which computes the infinite list of all the naturals 
starting from n. If we want first0 to be non-strict with respect to w, then the 
goal G : +first@nat(O)) should succeed. Let us now consider flat(W) = 
(firstO(cons(0, w)), nat(n) = cons(n, v) c nat(s(n)) = u}, @c(G) : c nat(0) = y, 
firsto( After two resolution steps on flute(G) we obtain the goal 
G’: c nat(s(0)) = u. In order to refuteJlatc(G) also the equation nat(s(0)) = u should 
be solved. 
In general, letf(ti, . . . . t,) occur in a K-LEAF body atom, and assume thatfdoes 
not depend (is not strict) on the ith argument. By definition, if ti is a functional 
term g(u,, . . . . u,) then the flattening introduces an equation g(u,, . . . . u,) =x in the 
body (and replaces ti by x inf(ti, . . . . t,)). We must allow this equation to succeed 
with an undefined value of x, since it represents the ith argument of J: In other 
words, every equation with a pure variable in the right part must be solvable 
whenever the value of the variable is not required from other atoms. 
DEFINITION 2 (Clauses for = ). Given a program W, = ( W) is the set of all the 
clauses f(xi, . . . . x,) = I, where f is an (n-adic) function symbol of W, x,, . . . . x, are 
variables, and I is a special data constructor (constant) symbol, standing for the 
undefined value. 
In practice, this definition establishes that every function has a special data 
constant (I) as default output value. 
4.4. Operational semantics of K-LEAF and Flat-LEAF 
The operational semantics of a K-LEAF program W is based on that of the 
corresponding Flat-LEAF program, i.e., on SLD-resolution. = and = act as 
standard predicate symbols respectively defined by = ( W) and by the clauses with 
equational head together with = ( W). The standard definitions have to be slightly 
modified to deal with the undefined symbol I (introduced by = ( W)). Dl( V) is the 
set of partial data terms, i.e., the terms built on C, V, and 1. Dl is the set of ground 
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(i.e., with no variable occurrences) partial data terms. D( I’) and D are the subsets 
of D1( V) and D, containing terms with no occurrences of 1. A substitution 9 is 
a mapping 9: V + D i ( V) whose domain Dom( 9) = {x I S(x) # x > is finite. 9 is said 
to bind a variable x if 9(x) #x. A ground substitution is a substitution which maps 
into elements of D,. The application E9 of a substitution 9 to an expression (term 
or atom) E, and the composition 9y of the substitutions 9 and y, are defined as 
usual, see [36]. E, is a variant of E, if 39, y such that E,$ = E2 and E, = E,y. 
9 is a uni$er of E, and E, iff E, 9 = E,9. Moreover, 9 is the most general unifier 
(m.g.u.) of E,, E, iff for every other unifier ~7 (of E, , E,) 3y 9y = o. 
Given a flat goal G: c A I, . . . . A, the computation of G in a flat program W is 
defined in the usual way and also involves the clauses of = (II’). Let 
C : A t B,, . . . . B, be a variant of a clause of W, = ( W), or = ( W), sharing no 
variables with G. If Ai and A are unifiable, with m.g.u. 9, then the new goal 
G’: + (A,, . . . . A,-- 1, B,, . . . . B,, A;+ ,, . . . . A,) 9 is derived. Note that since Ai and A 
are in flat form, the m.g.u. can be determined by the standard unification algorithm. 
G’ is still a correct Flat-LEAF goal, as stated by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a Flat-LEAF goal, W be a Flat-LEAF program, and C he 
a clause of W, = ( W), or = ( W). The goal G’, obtained,from G and C by a resolution 
step, is a Flat-LEAF goal. 
The proof will be based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let d, d’ be data terms, and assume that d’ is linear (i.e., d’ has no 
multiple occurrences of variables). Then the m.g.u. of d and d (if any) assigns to the 
variables of d terms which are linear and share no variables. 
Proof This result can easily be proved by induction on the number of steps in 
Robinson’s m.g.u. algorithm [ 1, 361. [ 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be t A 1, ..., A m, and A, be the atom chosen for 
the resolution step. Let C be A c B,, . . . . B,, and G’ be +- (A I, . . . . A, , , 
B 1, . ..> B,, A,,,, . . . . A,) 9. 
(1) (Flatness) A,, . . . . A,- 1, Ai+, , . . . . A,,, and B,, . . . . B, are flat, and 9 binds to 
data terms only. 
(2) (No cycles) We prove that from every A,9 L B,9 we can infer A, L A,, 
and from every B,9 L A,9 we can infer Ai L A,. Therefore, if G’ has a cycle, then 
also G has a cycle, which is a contradiction. 
(A, L AJ Let xEOut(A,S)nIn(B,S), and y be the variable in Out(A,) such 
that x E Var( y9). Since G and C share no variables, then y E Var(AJ. Moreover, 
because of the absence of multiple productions in C, y $Out(A,), hence y E In(A,), 
and, therefore, A, L Ai holds. 
(A; L A,s) Let x’ E Out(B,$) n In(A,S), and let y’ be the variable in Out(B,) 
such that x’ E Var(y’9). Similarly to the previous case, we obtain y’ E Vat(A). 
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Because of constraint (d), y’# In(A), hence y’ E Out(A). Let z’ be the variable 
in In(A,) such that x’ E Var(z’S). Then Z’E Var(A,). We want to show that 
z’ E Out(Ai). Assume that z’ E In(AJ only. Consider the m.g.u. $i 6 8 of the left part 
of A and Ai. Due to constraint (a), In(A,) nOut(A,)= @, therefore Var(z’S,)n 
Out(A,Si)=@, Moreover, 9, does not affect the right part of Ai, and then 
constraint (f) holds also on AJi. Consider the m.g.u. Q2 of (the right part of) A$, 
and Ai& such that 9,9z = 8. Since y’$ In(A), and by Lemma 1, variables of ~‘9~9, 
are distinct from those of ~‘9, Q2 and thus Var(z’S) n Var(y’9) = Var(z’S, Q2) n 
Var(y’&$,) = 121 holds. This is not possible, since x’ E Var(z’S) n Var(y’9) by 
hypothesis. 
(3) (No multiple productions) Assume there are two equations, E, and E,, 
in G’, such that Out(E,) n Out(E,) # a, and let us analyze the three possible cases. 
(i) E, = A,9 and E2 = A,$ for some A, and A, in G. Let x E Out(A,S) n 
Out(A,$). Let y, z be the variables, in Out(A,) and Out(A,) respec- 
tively, such that x E Var(yS) n Var(zS). Clearly, y, z E Var(Ai). Because 
of constraint (b), y, z$Out(Ai), and then y, ZE In(Ai). Hence, by 
constraint (e) and Lemma 1, Var(yS) n Var(zS) = Iz/, which is a 
contradiction. 
(ii) E, = BJ and E,= B,9 for some body atoms B, and B, in C. 
Let x~Out(B,S)n Out(B,S). Let y, z be the variables, in Out(B,) 
and Out( B,) respectively, such that x E Var( y8) n Var(zS). Clearly, 
y, z l var(A). Because of condition (d) y, z$ In(A), and then 
y, z E Out(A). Therefore, by constraint (f) and Lemma 1, Var(yS) n 
Var(zS) = Iz(, thus contradicting the hypothesis. 
(iii) E, = A,9 and E2 = B,$ for some A, in G, and some body atom B, in 
C. Let XE Out(A,S)n Out(B,S). Let y and z be the variables, in 
Out(A,) and Out(B,) respectively, such that x E Var(y9) n Var(zS). As 
in the previous case, y E In(A,), and z E Out(A). By applying the same 
argument as in (2), we can show that Var(z’S)n Var(y’S)= 0, thus 
contradicting the hypothesis. 
(4) (Right linearity) Assume there is in G’ an equational atom with two 
occurrences of the same variable in the right part. This atom can be one of the Als 
or one of the Bis. In the first case the proof is similar to that of (3)(i), while in the 
second one it is similar to that of (3)(ii). 
Theorem 2 shows that the set of Flat-LEAF goals is closed with respect to the 
resolution steps. Therefore SLD-resolution can be applied again to the derived 
goals. A derivation of a goal G in a program W is a (finite or infinite) sequence of 
goals G = Go, Gi, . . . . G,, . . . . and of substitutions 9,) &$, . . . . 9,, . . . . such that Gi is 
obtained by SLD-resolution from GiP i and from one of the clauses of W, = ( W), 
or = ( W), and 9, is the corresponding m.g.u. A finite derivation ending with G, 
is denoted by G H ’ G,, where 9 is the composition of the m.g.u.‘s used in the 
derivation. If G, is the empty goal (-) then the derivation is successful (refutation), 
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and $1 G (the restriction of 9 to the variables of G, see [36]) is the computed answer 
substitution (c.a.s.). 
DEFINITION 3. Given a Flat-LEAF program W, the operational semantics of a 
Flat-LEAF atom A is O,(A) = {A’ ground 1 +A I-+ ‘t and 39’: V-+ D, such that 
AM’= A’}. 
DEFINITION 4. Given a K-LEAF program W, the operational semantics of a 
K-LEAF atom A is O,(A)= {A’ ground 1 tflatb(A) H ‘Yt and 39’: I/--+ D such 
that A$$’ = A’), where the refutation offlatb(A) is performed by using the clauses 
in ji’at( W), = ( W), and = ( W). 
The following proposition shows that the atoms in O,(A) do not contain 
occurrences of 1. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a K-LEAF goal, and W be a K-LEAFprogram. Assume 
that f7atc(G) has a refutation in flat( W) with computed answer substitution 9. Then, 
9 1 G maps into D( V). 
The proof will be based on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a K-LEAF goal, and W be a K-LEAF program. Consider a 
derivation +flatc(G) H 9 G, in flat( W). For each atom A in G, we have Out(A) n 
Var( G9) = a. 
Proof By induction on the length of the derivation. 
(n = 0) Every equation t = x in flatc(G) has been introduced by the flattening, 
then x is a new variable (not occurring in G). 
(n > 1) Assume +Jlatc( G) H 9 G, ~ 1, and G, derivable from G,- 1. Let G, ~~, be 
+-A 1, . . . . A,, and Ai be the selected atom. Let A c B,, . . . . B, be the clause chosen 
for the resolution step, and 4 be the m.g.u. of Ai and A. Then the goal G, is 
+--(A,, . ..> A, ~, , B,, . . . . B,, Ai, 1, . . . . A,) 4. 
(i) Out(Ajd) n Var(G&j) = @ f or each A, in G, _, . In fact, Var(GS4) = 
Var(Var(GS) 6), and Out(Aj4) = Var(Out(Aj) 4). By inductive hypothesis, 
Out(Aj) n Var(GS) = 0. Moreover, because of constraints (a), (b), and (e), terms 
assigned by 4 to Out(Aj) cannot share variables with any other term assigned by 4. 
(ii) Out(B,d) nVar(G84) = Iz, for each B, in C. In fact, as before, 
Var(GS4) = Var(Var(GS) 4). By constraint (d), Var(Out(Bj) 4) is contained in 
Var(Out( A) 4) u Out( Bj). Of course, Out( B,) n Var( G&5) = 0. Moreover, 
Var(Out(A) 4) n Var(G&$) = Out(A,d) n Var(G$$) = rz/ by the same arguments 
used in the proof of (i). 1 
Proof of Proposition 1. Let flat(G) = Go, Gi, . . . . G, be the sequence of goals, and 
81, $2, ..., 9, be the sequence of m.g.u.‘s obtained during the derivation. Assume that 
9, introduces a binding to 1. Then the ith resolution step involves a clause in 
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= ( W) and an equation t = X, and the only variable bound to I is X. By Lemma 2, 
Var(GS, 9, ...Sipl) does not contain x, then ($,QZ...Qi-lQi),G maps into terms 
containing no occurrences of 1. Since this holds for every ai in the sequence, the 
assertion is proved. 1 
5. DECLARATIVE SEMANTICS 
In this section we define the declarative (i.e., fixpoint and model-theoretic) 
semantics for K-LEAF and Flat-LEAF. To manage both cases homogeneously we 
introduce a superlanguage, called S-LEAF, or semantics LEAF, of which K-LEAF 
and Flat-LEAF are sublanguages. The definition of S-LEAF syntax is the same as 
the Flat-LEAF one, the only difference being the presence of functional nestings 
(body atoms can have functional terms in the left part and head atoms can have 
functional terms in the right part). S-LEAF without body equations is K-LEAF, 
while S-LEAF without functional nestings if Flat-LEAF. Thanks to the introduc- 
tion of S-LEAF, we avoid the need for a double semantics (one for K-LEAF and 
the other for Flat-LEAF). Moreover, the proofs of the propositions relating the two 
program forms (e.g., the semantic equivalence of a user program with its flattened 
version) become easier. In fact, a K-LEAF program can “continuously” be trans- 
formed into a Flat-LEAF program through some intermediate S-LEAF program. 
In the previous sections it has been shown that functions can have (partially or 
totally) undefined or even infinite results. As a consequence, functions, predicates, 
and equalities can have undefined or infinite arguments. The infinite values 
(obtained as outputs of functions) can be viewed as limits of chains of finite 
partially undefined values (their partial approximations). These arguments lead us 
to consider the notion of algebraic CPO as a natural setting to assign a meaning 
to functions. 
Let us briefly recall the related notions. Let S be a set and let 6 be an order 
relation on S. A set D G S is a directed set iff for any a, b E D there exists c E D such 
that a, b < c. (S, < ) is a complete partial order (CPO) iff there exists a minimal 
element Is (bottom) and every directed set D c S has a least upper bound u D E S; 
a E S is a finite (or algebraic) element iff for every directed set D, if a < u D, then 
3d E D such that a 6 d. Let So be the set of algebraic elements of S, and, for a E S, 
let ci be the set {b E SO 1 b < a}. S is an algebraic CPO iff, for every a E S, Li is a 
directed set and u ci = a. If (S, < ) and (S’, d ) are CPOs, and f is a function from 
S to S’, then f is continuous iff for every directed set D s S f(U D) = UdE o f (d). If 
(S, <) and (S’, <) are algebraic CPOs, then it is sufficient thatf(UD)= UdcDf(d) 
holds for every directed algebraic set D c S,. 
A simple algebraic CPO is the set LL = {I,,, true, false}, with the ordering 
IL.L < true and I,, <false (three-valued boolean CPO). Note that all the 
elements of LL are algebraic. This CPO will have an important role in the delini- 
tion of the interpretations for predicates. 
In the following, T,(V) is the set of partial terms, i.e., the terms built on C, I, 
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F, and V. T, is the set of ground partial terms. For the sake of simplicity we intro- 
duce a notation for tuples. The tuple of expressions (terms or atoms) E, , . . . . E,, will 
be represented by E. 
Let W be a S-LEAF program. An interpretation I for W consists of an algebraic 
CPO (S, < ), and a meaning function [I 1, which assigns to every constructor or 
function symbol a continuous mapping on S and to every predicate symbol a con- 
tinuous mapping from S to LL. The interpretation of non-ground terms and atoms 
involves the notion of environment. An environment is a mapping p : V + S,. Thus, 
the interpretation of a variable is assigned by the environment, the interpretation 
of a constant is assigned by Z, and the interpretation of more complex formulas is 
derived by imposing the structural compositionality. Note that the meaning of 
non-ground expressions (denoted by [ II,) functionally depends on the chosen 
environment p. The meaning of ground expressions does not depend on p and it is 
simply denoted by [ 1,. 
a\ln Ip = “P for VE V 
U.f‘(t)li,,,= lI.f’n,m,,,) for ,f~CuFandr=t ,,..., r,,~T,.(v) 
bwn,,,= bnmn,,) for pEPandt=t ,,..., t,,eT,(V) 
ritn IIJ =ilb n Ipy . . ..u4,n II, for f = t,, . . . . t,, E T,. 
Moreover, we impose interpretation of the elements of D, as algebraic elements, 
the elements of D as maximal (algebraic) elements, and I as the bottom element, 
i.e., [l], = I,. 
The interpretation of equations and strict equations depends only on the chosen 
CPO (S, d ). The symbol = is interpreted as the identity on S, eq,; that is, 
IT6 = f& = Ut,lll, wMlp~ where, for a, h E S, 
if a and b are the same element 
otherwise. 
Note that this interpretation is non-strict and non-monotonic (and, therfore, 
non-continuous), since, for example, [1= I],,, = true, while [l = tj ,p =false, for 
[t] ,p different from Is. 
On the contrary, the intended meaning of strict-equality is a decidable identity. 
If we look at the ordering d as a relation of less definiteness, then the natural sub- 
set on which identity can be decided is the set of maximal algebraic elements S,. 
Maximality ensures that equal elements can not become distinct by adding more 
information, or vice versa. Algebraicity guarantees that the comparison can be done 
in a finite time (by exploring a finite amount of information). We define 
(It,- f&= hn,,, e~d,[rt,n,,, 
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Various definitions of eqds, satisfying the above requirements, are possible. For 
example, given a, b E S, 
(l)aeqdd 
if a and b are algebraic, maximal, and are the same element 
if a and b are algebraic and maximal, but they are not the same element 
otherwise. 
Other possible interpretations would be’ 
(2) eqd, is true on algebraic, maximal, and identical elements; I,, otherwise. 
(3) eqd, is true on algebraic, maximal, and identical elements; false on 
elements having no common upper bound; I,, otherwise. 
’ It is possible to show that, in the semantics proposed in [34], the interpretation (2) is the minimal 
model of E(W), while (3) corresponds to the minimal model of the completion of E(W) (i.e., E(W) 
augmented with the clauses for negation), see [15]). 
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All these interpretations are strict and continuous, and they have the value true on 
the same elements. Theorems and assertions in the following hold for each of these 
definitions. 
Remark 1. For each d,, d, in D, for each interpretation I in (S, < ), [d,], eqd,T 
[dl] , holds. 
The above definition concerns the logical value of atomic formulas. More 
complex formulas, such as the S-LEAF clauses, have a value depending on the 
interpretation of conjunction and implication symbols. Let B = B, , . . . . B,, be a 
conjunction of body atoms. Then: 
UBI Ip = UBJl Ip and . . and IT&I1 Ip 
and and * represent the extensions of conjunction and implication in the three- 
oalued logic theory. There are different possibilities. Our choice, shown in Fig. 1, is 
the non-strict monotonic extension, in both cases. These definitions imply that, for 
any conjunction of ground atoms B,, . . . . B,, [Bl, . . . . B,], is true iff [ c B,, . . . . B,], 
is false. 
5.1. Herbrand Universe and Herbrand Interpretations 
The Herbrand interpretations are a special kind of interpretation. They are based 
on a “purely syntactical” domain, the Herbrand universe. The standard Herbrand 
universe is the set D of ground data terms (see Section 4.4). In order to cope with 
undefined and infinite values, we must extend this notion. In the following we 
define, according to the general setting, the Herbrand universe as an algebraic 
CPO. The mathematical construction is similar to the one given in [24]. 
DEFINITION 5 (Complete Herbrand universe). Let N be the set of positive 
naturals, and let N* be the set of all the strings on N, denoted by n, . n2 ... nk. 
where n,, n2, . . . . nk E N. Each symbol of C is assumed to be provided with an arity; 
I has arity 0. In the following, u and n denote an element of N* and of N, respec- 
tively. 
l A ground data term is a partial function d : N* -+ C u ( I } such that: 
(i) if u.n E Dam(d) then u E Dam(d) (prefix closure) 
(ii) Vu~Dom(d), d(u) has arity n iff ic.1, u.nEDom(d) (arity consistency) 
(iii) if u.n E Dam(d) then u.1, u.2, . . . . u.n E Dam(d). 
The complete Herbrand universe CU is the set of all ground data terms. 
l A ground data term d isfinite iff Dam(d) is finite. It can be proved that the 
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set of finite data terms is isomorphic to the set D, (see Section 4.4), and we will use 
the same notation. Terms that are in CU but not in D, are called infinite. 1 
The new notion of a term can better be understood, by representing a term as 
a finitely-branching tree whose nodes are labeled by elements of C u {I }. The 
correspondence is given by the following labeling on the arcs. For each node, the 
first outcoming arc is labeled by 0, the second one is labeled by 1, and so on. Then, 
the strings of naturals of Dam(d) correspond to the paths on the tree. 
We can now define the structure of the algebraic CPO on CU. The interpretation 
of I as the least defined data structure yields a (flat) ordering < on Cu {I}, 
reflecting the information content of each constructor symbol. < is defined as the 
reflexive closure of the relation 
The ordering on Cu {I} induces a (generally non-flat) ordering on CU, 
d< d’ iff (VU E Dam(d), d(u) < d’(u)). 
THEOREM 3. (CU, < ) is an algebraic CPO, and D, is the set of its algebraic 
elements. Moreover, for every set A G D,, if the elements of A are compatible (i.e., 
if there exists an upper bound of A) then A has a least upper bound, and, if A is finite, 
then u AED,. 
Proof The result is quite standard, see [24] for a similar proof. The details can 
be found in [23]. 1 
DEFINITION 6 (Herbrand interpretations). Let W be a S-LEAF program. A 
Herbrand interpretation I of W is an interpretation of the form Z= ((CU, < ), [ 1,) 
such that for each c E C, [cl I = c (i.e., every data term is interpreted by itself). 
Note that the Herbrand interpretations differ only in the meaning of function and 
predicate symbols. In the following, HI denotes the set of Herbrand interpretations. 
Let us point out the meaning of equality and strict-equality in Herbrand inter- 
pretations. Equality is simply the syntactic identity. As far as strict-equality is 
concerned, note that in (CU, < ) the only maximal algebraic elements are the 
finite data terms which contain no occurrences of 1. Hence strict-equality is the 
syntactical identity only on the subset D (the standard Herbrand universe) of CU. 
Consider the set of the mappings from a poset (S, <) into a poset (S’, <)). This 
set is naturally ordered by the relation g Gg’ iff Vx E S, g(x) <g’(x). The minimal 
mapping Q is the one which assigns to every element of S the bottom element of 
S’ (Vx E S, Q(x) = I,.). This functional ordering induces an ordering on the set of 
Herbrand interpretations, which results in a CPO. 
DEFINITION 7 (Ordering on Herbrand interpretations). l Let Z, JE HZ. Then 
Z<Jiff VfeF, VPEP, BfI,< BfI.,, and CPI,G CpllJ. 
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l The minimal element of HZ is the interpretation I,, which maps every 
function and predicate symbol to Q. More formally, 
VIE F, Vp E P, Vd = d, , . . . . d,, E CU, Ufn,, (4 = 1. and UPI! ,i (4 = 1, /: 
THEOREM 4. (HZ, d ) is a CPO. 
Proof. Let L be a directed subset of HZ. Then, for each f 6 F, and given 
d=dl ,..., d,,eCU, the set {[f],(d)lZeL} IS a directed set on CU. Since Cl’ is 
a CPO, there exists its lub. Analogously, since LL is a CPO, for each p E P 
there exists lub { [pJl (d)l ZE L}. Then define u L such that [f jLI L (d) = 
U {lf TiI(d)lZEL) and [Ipll U L (d) = U {[[p], (d)( ZE L}. It is easy to prove that 
u L is actually the Zub of L. f 
The following definitions and results deal with some technical properties 01 
S-LEAF clauses with respect to the interpretations and the substitutions. They are 
introduced only to define a powerful mathematical tool in order to prove the main 
results (continuity of declarative semantics and completeness of the operational 
semantics) of the following sections. It should be noted that the construction needs 
all the constraints (a)-(f) of the definition of S-LEAF. This can be considered as a 
proof that this set of constraints is the minimal one which guarantees the existence 
of a complete proof procedure (in nonterminating conditional equational systems 
with extra variables and non-strict equations in the bodies, see Section 2.1). 
Let X be a finite set of variables. Subst(X, CU) is the set of all the mappings 
9 : X + CU, that is, the set of (ground) substitutions having domain X and mapping 
into CU. Note that, on the Herbrand universe, we can use this notion instead of the 
notion of environment. Subst(X, CU) is an algebraic CPO with respect to the 
natural functional ordering 9, d 9, iff Vxe X, 9,(x) d &(x). In fact, if X has II 
elements, then (Subst(X, CU), < ) is isomorphic to (CV. G ), where Cu” is the 
Cartesian product of CU with itself, n times (see, for example, [4]). The substitution 
:S1, mapping every variable of X in I, is the minimal element of Subst( X, CU ). In 
the following, we consider the poset (S(X, CU), d ) obtained by augmenting 
Subst(X, CU) with the special element fail, and by adding the relation 9, <,fail. Of 
course, (S(X, CU), < ) is still an algebraic CPO. Let X, Y be finite disjoint sets of 
variables. The union of substitutions is a mapping - : S(X, CU) x S( Y, C’U) + 
S(Xu Y, CU) such that 
l ,fhil - 9 = 9 -fail = fail 
l if 9 #fail and r$ #fail then 
l (9 - 4)(x) = 9(x) for x o X 
l (9-4)(y)=f$(y)for,vE Y. 
It is easy to see that the union of substitutions is a continuous mapping. 
Let d be a linear (i.e., with no multiple occurrences of the same variable) and 
-!--free (i.e., with no occurrences of J-) data term, and let d’ be a ground data 
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term. The mapping d(d, d’) (possibly) computes the substitution on d which unifies 
d and d’: 
f 
{x:= d’} if d is the variable x 
A(d, d’) = 
A(d,, d;)--..-A(d,, dn) 
if d is c(d,, . . . . d,) and d’ is c(d;, . . . . dn) 
(fail otherwise. 
Note that for the correctness of the application of - the linearity of d is necessary. 
It is easy to see that A(d, d’) maps into S(Var(d), CU) and if A(d, d’) = 9 #fail then 
d$=d’. Since it is defined recursively, and by means of continuous operators 
(if-then-else and -), and since I does not occur in d, A(d, d’) is continuous with 
respect to d’. A can be extended on tuples: if d= d,, . . . . d,, d’= d;, . . . . dn, where d 
is linear and I-free, and d’ is ground, then define 
A(d,d’)=A(d,,d;)--..-A(d,,d:,). 
Let E be an expression (term, or atom), let 9 E S(Var(E), CU) and let Z be a 
Herbrand interpretation. The mapping r(E, 9, I) = [TED 19 is continuous with respect 
to 8 and Z, since, by definition of interpretation, it is obtained by composition of 
continuous mappings. 
Let B = B, , . . . . B, be a conjunction of S-LEAF body atoms. Assume that the sets 
In(B)=In(B,)u ... u In(B,) and Out(B) = Out(B) = Out(B,) u ... u Out(B,) are 
disjoint. Remember that every Bj can be viewed as an equation ti= di. Let 
9 E S(In(B), CU) and let Z be a Herbrand interpretation. The following mapping 
(possibly) computes the substitution on output variables which make the equations 
true in Z, depending on the substitution on input variables 
Y Y ( B ,  41) = 
44, Itd,s)-.. .-A(dn, I tnII , ,d 
G 
if 9 #fail 
aiz otherwise. 
Note that the use of - is correct because of the constraints (b) (no multiple 
productions) and (f) (right linearity) on S-LEAF body atoms. Y(B, 9, I) maps into 
S(Out(B), CU) and it is continuous with respect to 9 and Z, since it is defined by 
composition of continuous mappings. Note that if !P(B, 9, I) = 9’ #fail then 
[B] 19, = true. 
The following definition extends Y to any conjunction B = B1, . . . . B, of S-LEAF 
body atoms. Let X,, . . . . X,, , and B,, . . . . Bk+ , be the sequences such that 
l X, = In(B) - Out(B) 
l Xi+, = Xi u Out(B,) 
l B, is the greatest subconjunction of B such that In(B,) = X, 
l Bi+,=B;+, -B:, where B: is the greatest subconjunction of B such that 
In(B:) is contained in Xi. 
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The sequence ends with X,, , = Var(B); note that Bk+ , is empty. Now, let Z be a 
Herbrand interpretation, let 9 E S(X, , CU) and define @(B, 9, I) = Qkr where 
l QI=‘P(B,,9,Z) 
l ~Pi+,=~i-Y(Bi+,,~;,Z). 
The correctness of the use of - is due to the constraints (a) (no cycles), (b), and 
(f) on S-LEAF body atoms. @(B, 9, I) maps on S(Out(B), CU) and it is continuous 
with respect to 9 and Z, since it is defined by means of continuous operators and 
by iterating the composition of continuous mappings. If @(B, 9, I) = 9’ #.fuil then 
[B] I$, = true. 
Let C : A + B be a S-LEAF clause. Let 9 E S(In(A), CU). Let Z be a Herbrand 
interpretation. Let B’ be the conjunction of the atoms of the body with 
definite inputs. Note that In(B) -Out(B) is contained in In(A). Consider a 
substitution 4 which extends 9 on X, = In(B) - Out(B). By constraint (c), Out(A ) 
is contained in In(A) u Out(B), therefore if @(B, 4, I) #,fuil then @(B, 4, Z),ou,,.4, = 
@(B’, 9, I), out,,.,). Then define 
@(4 4, z),out(a, if 9 #fail and there exists 4 
q c, 9, Z) = which extends 9 on X, such that [B] ,,d = trur. 
fail otherwise. 
From the above remark, there exist at most one 4 which satisfies this definition. As 
usual, 3(B, 9, I) is continuous with respect to 9 and 1. 
Eventually, we give the following definition. Let W be a S-LEAF program and 
let f~ F [f~ P]. Let d = d,, . . . . d,,, d’ = d’,, . . . . di be data terms, where d is linear 
and I-free, and d’ is ground. Let Z be a Herbrand interpretation. The following 
mapping computes the output value off in W, depending on the input values d’ 
and on I: 
rrta 18’ if there exists C:f(d) = t t Bin W such that 
O(“( d, I) = Z(C, 9, I) = 9’ #fail, where 9 = d(d, d’). 
otherwise. 
Note that the correct use of - is guaranteed by constraint (e) (left linearity). 
Finally, we obtain the following result which shows that S-LEAF clauses (with 
equational heads) can be interpreted as definitions of continuous functions. 
PROPOSITION 2. O(f, d, I) is a mapping and it is continuous with respect to d 
and I. 
ProoJ: The condition of weak non-ambiguity on W guarantees that if there exist 
two clauses such that d(d, d’) #fail then they define the same value for i[tJl,,vs. The 
definition by composition of continuous functions guarantees the continuity. 1 
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5.2. Fixpoint Semantics 
In this section we define a transformation T, associated to a S-LEAF program 
W, which works on Herbrand interpretations. T can be viewed as an inference 
operator which allows to build, starting from I,, more and more relined interpreta- 
tions. The limit of this sequence, which results to be a model of W (the minimal 
one), is the least fixpoint of T, and it is used to define the fixpoint semantics of W. 
DEFINITION 8 (Mapping T). Let W be a S-LEAF program. Let Z be a Herbrand 
interpretation for W. T(Z) is the Herbrand interpretation such that, for each f~ F 
andpEP, 
r 
ITta I9 if 3$ESubst(V, CU),lf(d)=tcB~ W, 
Cfll T(I) (d’) = such that 14 ,$ = d’ and [B] ,$ = true 
I otherwise; 
true if 39 E Subst( V, CU), 3p(d) t BE W, 
IPI T(I) (d’) = such that [djj 19 = d’ and [B] ,$ = true 
.L otherwise. 
Note that 
l in both cases, d is a tuple of data terms, therefore [d ,$ = d9 holds, 
l the definition of [p] T(,j could be derived from the definition of [f] T(Ij and 
from the reading of p(f) as p(t) = true 
. . 
l the definitions of [f] T(,J and of lIpI T(f) closely resemble the definition of 0 
(see Section 5.1). 
The following result proves the correctness of the definition of T(Z). 
PROPOSITION 3. For each f E F andp E P, [Tf] T(Ij and [p] T(Ij are continuous map- 
pings. 
ProojY Immediate by Proposition 2, since [S] Tc,j(d) = O(f, d, I) and 
Ipli T(I) (4 = @(P, 4 Z). I 
The following theorem is essential in order to define the least lixpoint of T, which 
is used to define the least fixpoint semantics of a program W. 
THEOREM 5. T is continuous on the CPO (HZ, < ). 
Proof: The same as Proposition 3. 
COROLLARY 1. T has a least fixpoint lfp( T) = min {I ( T(Z) = Z}. Moreover, 
lfp( T) = U, > o T”U, ). 
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Proof. Standard, by continuity of T. 1 
Note that the relevance of this result consists not only in the existence of lfp( T), 
but also in the implicit definition of an algorithm for effectively generating lfp( T). 
EXAMPLE 4. Consider the program of Example 3. We have 
l gnats ,I (0) = 1, [nut],, (s(O)) = 1, . . . . [fi’rstO(nut(O))],, = 1. 
l Enatll T(/i) (0) = cons(0, I ) ,  
Cnatll TIII) (s(0)) = cons(s(O), I), . . . . [firstO(nat(O))] 7C,1, = frue. 
l llnatn lfpr T) (0) = cons(0, cons(s(O), . ..)). 
Enurn Ifp(T) (0) = cons(s(O), cons(s(O)), . ..)). . . . . [.firstO(nut(0))],acT, = true. 
DEFINITION 9. If f, p are function and predicate symbols, then their least 
lixpoint semantics is [fJ ,rptTJ and [lpJ ,rpcTjr respectively. The least,fixpoint semantics 
of an atom A is 
F(A) = {A’ ground 139 E Subst( V, CU), A9 = A’ and [A’Ijlfpp(Tj = true}. 
5.3. Model-Theoretic Semantics 
In this section we show that the usual model-theoretic approach [ 191 can be 
applied to S-LEAF. We define the notion of model, and we discuss the relevance 
of the Herbrand models and the existence of a minimal Herbrand model for 
S-LEAF programs. Finally, we show the relation with the lixpoint semantics. 
DEFINITION 10. Let W be a set of S-LEAF clauses (definite clauses or goal 
statements). 
l An interpretation M = ((S, < ), [ 1 M) of W is a model if for each clause C 
in W, and for each environment p: V -+ S, [CJ Mp = true holds. 
l A Herbrand model is a Herbrand interpretation which is a model. The set 
of Herbrand models of W is denoted by HM. 
Let E be an atom or a clause, W be a set of S-LEAF clauses and Z be an inter- 
pretation. W is consistent if it has at least a model. E is true in I if for every p, 
[[EJ ,p = true. E is a logical consequence of W ( Wb E) if it is true in every model of 
W, and it is an inductive consequence of W ( Wk:, E) if it is true in every Herbrand 
model of W. 
The following result points out the corespondence between the Herbrand models 
of a program W and the lixpoints of the associated transformation T, and it will 
allow derivation of some relevant properties about model-theoretic semantics. 
PROPOSITION 4. (II T(Z) = Z> s HIVE {I] T(Z) <I} (i.e., every fixpoint of T is a 
(Herbrand) model, and every Herbrand model is a closed-point of T). 
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Proof: In the following, a predicate or strict equation A is considered as an 
equation A = true: 
{ZI T(Z)=Z} cHM) A ssume that 7’(Z) = I. Let f(d) = t t BE W, let 9 E 
Subst( V, CU) and [B] 19 = true. Let d9 = d’. Then, [t] ,$ = [S] T(,j (d’) = 
ilfIl,(d’)= Lf(d)D,s. 
HMc {ZI T(Z) < Z}) Assume that Z is a Herbrand model of W. Let f be a function 
symbol. We have to show that, for each d’ ground [jJT(,) (d’)< [IIfJI (d’). If 
[f] T(IJ (d’) = I the result is immediate. Otherwise, let f(d) = t c B be the clause 
of W and 9 be the substitution such that d9 = d’ and [B],$ = true. Then 
rmd4= mh= umg= u-w). I 
In general the inclusions of Proposition 4 are strict. Note that this proposition 
points out the mixed nature (i.e., functional and logical) of our language. In fact, 
in functional programming usually the (Herbrand) models are the same as the 
fixpoints, while in logic programming usually the (Herbrand) models are the same 
as the closed-points. 
LEMMA 3. There exists the minimal closed-point min {I 1 T(Z) d Z} = 
min{Zl T(Z) = Z> = lfp( T). 
Proof: By Corollary 1, there exists lfp(T) = UnaO T”(Z,). Clearly lfp( T) is a 
closed-point. Let Z be a closed-point, we have only to show that lfp(T) d Z. By 
definition, T(Z) < Z, then, by monotonicity of T, for every nT”(Z,) < T’(Z < Z holds. 
Therefore un r 0 T”(Z, ) < I. 1 
THEOREM 6. Every S-LEAF program has at least a Herbrand model (and then 
every S-LEAF program is consistent). Moreover, there exists the minimal Herbrand 
model Mmin = lfp( T). 
Prooj By Corollary 1, there exists the minimal tixpoint lfp( T), and, by Proposi- 
tion 4, lfp( T) is a model. Moreover, every other model M is a closed-point, then, 
by Lemma 3, lfp( T) d M. i 
The following results show that the Herbrand models, and, in particular, the 
minimal one, can be considered as the representatives of all the models. 
LEMMA 4. Let W be a S-LEAF program and t be a ground term. Zf h4 is a model 
of w then CItL,,,,l,& DIM holds. 
Proof: Let (S, < ) be the CPO on which M is based. First of all we note that 
the set SZ of interpretations on S can be given the structure of CPO, by the same 
construction used for the Herbrand interpretations. In addition, for every S we can 
define the mapping T, on SZ, thus extending to general interpretations the notion 
of the transformation T on HZ (in practice T, is an inference operator which com- 
putes the set of the equalities deducible in W from an S-interpretation). It can be 
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easily proved that T, is continuous and that Proposition 4 still holds. In particular, 
if M is a S-model then T,(M) < M. Moreover, from the definition of 0 (and from 
its extension on SZ) we can derive the crossed monotonicity of T and T,, i.e., for 
every Herbrand interpretation Z and for every S-interpretation I’ : 
if Vtground, [[t],nr< [t], then UUtD r~l,ljr d 6t4 r,,(r). 
Since [Il.] ,+, = I,, then Vt ground, V’n, [[t] T”,Is,] M d [t] TSn(M, d Et] M. Since $ 1 M 
is continuous, eventually f[tn Mmlnn M = [pn,acT,j M G [t] M. 1 
THEOREM 7. Let W be a program, B be a conjunction qf body atoms and 
9 E Subst(Var(B), D). The following sentences are equivalent: 
Proof Obviously, (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3). In order to show that (3) 
implies ( 1 ), note that all the equations of B$ have the form t = d, where d E D. Since 
MT) k t = 4 then IIt1 lfp(T) = UdD1fp(T) = d. By Lemma 4, for every S-model M, 
[[t] ,fp(TJI] M 6 [t] ,,, holds. Therefore [a M < [tj M. Finally, since [ 1 M maps 
elements of D into maximal elements of S, [Q M = [t] M holds. 1 
Remark 2. It is possible to show that if D is not empty, and if d contains 
occurrences of 1, then W k H t = d. Therefore we can consider W + B,9 and 
W k H B9 to be equivalent for every 9 E Subst(Var( B), D, ). 
The existence and the properties of the minimal model allows us to give the 
following definition of the model-theoretic semantics. 
DEFINITION 11. If f, p are function and predicate symbols, then their model- 
theoretic semantics is [f] M,,D and [p],,,,,,, respectively. The model-theoretic 
semantics of an atom A is 
M(A) = {A’ ground 139 E Subst( V, CU). A9 = A’ and [A’] M,,, = true}. 
THEOREM 8. The model-theoretic and the fixpoint semantics of an atom A 
coincide, i.e., 
M(A)=F(A) 
Proof Immediate by Theorem 6. 1 
We conclude this section by showing the correctness of the flattening algorithm. 
THEOREM 9. Let W be a S-LEAF program and let W’ be the flat program 
obtained by flattening W. Then W and W’ have exactly the same Herbrand models. 
The proof is based on the following lemma. For the sake of simplicity, a tuple of 
571,42;2-3 
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equations t, = u,, . . . . t, = U, will be denoted by t= u, and a conjunction 
flutb(B,), . . ..jhztb(B.) by flab(B). 
LEMMA 5. If B is a body atom, and I is a Herbrand interpretation for B, then 
(1) if [Bj,, = true, then there exists 9’ which extends 9 and such that 
[flutb( B)J 19, = true 
(2) if fjlutb(B)j 19V = true, then [BJ,8 = true, where 9 is the restriction of 9’ to 
the variables of B. 
ProoJ: As usual, all the cases can be reduced to the equational one. Let B be 
f(elCtIIT . . . . e,[t,]) = d, where e,, . . . . e, are data contexts, and t,, . . . . t, tuples of 
functional terms. The proof is by structural induction: 
(t 1, ..*> t, are empty) (No functional subterms) In this case, flat( B) = B, and the 
result follows immediately. 
(t 1, .-., t, are not empty) In this case, J&b(B) is 
flatb(tl = x1 1, . . . . Jlatb(t, = x,), f (e, Cx, 1, . . . . e,Cd) = 4 
where x1, . . . . x, are tuples of new variable symbols. 
(1) Assume [f (e, [tl], . . . . e,[t,]) = dJ ,$ = true. Let 
9’=9- {x1 := [rt,],g, . ..) X” := [t”],8). 
Of course, [tl = xl1 19, = true, . . . . [t, = x,] 19, = true. By the inductive 
hypothesis, there exists a ground substitution 9” which extends 9’, such 
that 
[j7utb(tl = x~)J,~,, = true, . . . . [Vlatb(t, = x,)],~.. = true. 
Moreover, [x~],~- = [ti],g,S, . . . . [x,],~,, = [t,],9zS. Therefore, 
[Tf (e, Cx, I, . . . . e,Cx,l 1 = 4 18ss = true. 
(2) Assume /fJ’atb(B)] ,9S, = true. Then 
If (el Cd . . . . e,Cd I= diI ,9pp = true, 
and 
watb(tl = x,)] ,9,F = true, . . . . aflatb(t, = x,)JJ 18Sz = true. 
By the inductive hypothesis, It1 = xl1 ,$, = true, . . . . [t, = x,‘J 19, = true, 
where 9’ is the restriction of 8” to Var(B) u {x,, . . . . x,}. Then [x,J,8, = 
Ifdm ..., Ix,,] ,$, = [t,,] ,9S, therefore 
If (el Ctl I, --, enC~nl)=41,8=true, 
where 9 is the restriction of 9’ to Var(B). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 9. Consider a clause C and an interpretation I. We have to 
show that I is a model of C iff I is a model of flatc(C). As usual, we consider only 
the case of equational heads. If C has the form f (d) = e[t] c B (where e is a data 
context), then flatc( C) is 
f(d) = e[x] +flutb(t = x), fluth(B). 
(if part) Assume [BJ ,$ = true. Let 9’ = 9 - {x : = f >. By Lemma 5, 
eflutb(t = n), flutb(B)] ,,g,, = true, where 9” extends 9’. Since I is a model ofJlutc(C), 
If (4 = e[xlll ,9zc = [f (4 = e[xll ,,9, = Uf (d) = mn ,:> = true. 
(only if part) Assume aflutb(t =x), flatb(B)] ,9,, = true. By Lemma 5, 
[B] ,,g,, = true. Since I is a model of C, [f(d) = e[t]J ,,gs, = true. Moreover, [x,1 ,,9,, = 
IIt ,n 19”) ...> b,n 19ss = m9~~. Therefore, [f(d) = e[x]n ,,y,, = true. 1 
6. EQUIVALENCE RESULTS 
In this section we show the relation between the operational and the declarative 
(fixpoint and model-theoretic) semantics of K-LEAF programs and Flat-LEAF 
programs. In the following, a relation or a strict equation B is considered as an 
equation B = true. 
6.1. Soundness 
The equivalence result for K-LEAF programs differs from the standard (logic 
programming) one [36]. In fact the refutability of an equation does not imply that 
the equation is true, but only that its first member is greater than the second one. 
This is due to the presence of the equality clauses, which can be used also when 
other clauses are applicable. In fact, equality clauses force the second member of an 
equational atom to take the value I, while the program clauses generally force the 
declarative semantics of the first member to be more defined. Of course, in the case 
of a computed answer substitution containing no occurrences of I, the standard 
result (truth of the refutable equalities) still holds. In fact, in this case, every right 
part is maximal, and therefore disequalities become equalities. Note that, in this 
case, the use of the equality clauses does not affect the goal variables. For the same 
reason, since the computed answer substitutions of K-LEAF goals are l-free, the 
soundness result for K-LEAF is similar to the standard one. 
LEMMA 6. Let d be a linear and I-free data term, let 9 be a ground substitution 
and let d’ be a ground data term such that d,9< d’. Then A(d, d’) #,fuil and 
$<A(d,d’). 
Proof. Immediate by monotoniciy of A with respect to d’ (see Section 5.1). 1 
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THEOREM 10 (Soundness of Flat-LEAF). Let W be a flat program and let 
G: + B1, . . . . B, be a flat goal. Let each Bi have the form ti = d,. Assume that G has 
a refutation with c.a.s. 9. Then, for each Bi, d,9 6 [tJMmlns holds, i.e., for every 
ground substitution a’, 
Proof: From Theorem 6 and Corollary 1 we have that T”(I, ) Q lfp( T) = Mmin. 
Then it is sufficient to show, by induction on the length n of the refutation, that 
di9 < [tijj rnct,)s holds. 
(n = 1) If the clause used in the refutation belongs to W or to =(W), then 
the proof is immediate. If it belongs to E(W), then the result follows from 
Remark 1. 
(n > 1) Assume (without loss of generality) that B, is the selected atom, and 
let C: A +- B;, . . . . B& be the clause of W, =( W), or E(W), used for the first step 
of the refutation. Let 9, be the m.g.u. of B, and A. The derived goal is 
G’ : +- (B;, . . . . B;, &, . . . . B,) 9,. 
Let 9, be the c.a.s. of the rest of the refutation. By inductive hypothesis, for each 
i = 2, . . . . m, di9, 9, < [ti9J Tn- ,(IIj 92 holds, therefore di9 < Iti] rn(,lj 9 holds. We have 
still to show that the same result holds for i= 1. If C belongs to = (W) the result 
is immediate. Otherwise, consider the subgoal c (B;, . . . . Bb) 9,) and let each ei 
have the form tJ = dJ. By inductive hypothesis, d;$ < [tJ] Tn-,(,1j9 holds. If C belongs 
to = ( W), then dj = d = true. Since true is maximal, then [tj] Tn- 1(11j,9 = true holds, and 
then the result ([TtJ rn(,1j8 = [tJJ T”mIc,Ij 8 = true) follows by Remark 1. Consider 
now the last case; i.e., let C belong to W. Note that, if d is a data term, then for 
every Herbrand interpretation I and for every substitution 9, [a,, = d9 holds. 
Therefore, from the inductive hypothesis, we derive [dj] T”-lC,lj s < [tJ]l T”-lC,lj ,9. Let 
9’ be a ground substitution and let G = (X9’), incAj. By Lemma 6 and because of the 
construction of Z (see Section 5.1), if we define 4 = Z(C, G, T”-‘(I,)), then q5 #fail 
and w’),o”t(,4) d 4. Assume that A has the form t = d. By definition of T, we have Itn T"'(IL) 9 = d& Therefore, since t,9 = t9, we have 
COROLLARY 2. Let W be a flat program and let G: c B be a flat goal, 
where B= B ,, . . . . B,. If G has a refutation with computed answer substitution 
9 E Subst( V, D), then, for every 9’ E Subst( V, D), W k B&J’ holds. 
Proof: Let each Bi have the form ti= di. From Theorem 10, for each Bi, we 
have d,99’ < Iti] Mmln 99S. Since di89’ is maximal, [t .] , M,,. 9,9, = d,&!I’, and (again by 
maximality of di99’) W kH Bi99’ holds. Then, from Theorem 7, W + B99’ 
holds. 1 
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THEOREM 11 (Soundness of K-LEAF). Let W be a K-LEAF program and let 
G : c B be a K-LEAF goal. Zf jZatc(G) has a refutation in jZat( W), with a c.a.s. 
(restricted to the variables of G) 9, then for every 9’ E Subst( V, D), W k B&9’ holds. 
Proof. From Proposition 1, 9 E Subst( V, D(V)). Then Corollary 2 applies. @ 
6.2. Completeness 
Both for Flat-LEAF and K-LEAF we can give a completeness result which is 
similar to the standard one [ 15, 361. If a conjunction of equation atoms, under the 
application of a finite substitution 9, is a logic consequence, then the corresponding 
goal has refutation with a c.a.s. more general than 9. This result is satisfactory for 
K-LEAF, but it is not completely adequate for the Flat-LEAF case. In fact, in 
K-LEAF the possible infinite-valued functions are “hidden” in other terms, while 
the external members of a K-LEAF “equation” have always a finite value. On the 
contrary, in Flat-LEAF, the “true” equational atoms, containing a functional left 
member, are the ordinary case. Therefore the hypothesis of finiteness is too 
restrictive. Of course we cannot expect to be able to obtain an infinite c.a.s. with a 
(finite) refutation. However, we could investigate the possibility to approximate by 
c.a.s.‘s any infinite value. A more general result, which is given in the following, 
deals with this possibility. 
Let first recall some lemmas for SLD-resolution (the proofs can be found in 
C361). 
M.G.U. LEMMA. An unrestricted refutation with answer 9 is a refutation with 
c.a.s. 9 (see Section 4.4) except that we drop the requirement that the substitution 9, 
obtained at the ith step be a m.g.u; it is only required to be a umfier. Let W be a 
program and let G be a goal. Zf G has an unrestricted refutation with answer 8 then 
G has a refutation with c.a.s. 9’ more general than 9, i.e., there exists o such that 
$‘a = 9. 
LIFTING LEMMA. Let W be a program, let G be a goal, and let 9 be a substitution. 
Zf G9 has a refutation with c.a.s. o then G has a refutation with c.a.s. 9’ more general 
than $a, i.e., there exists y such that 9’~ = 9a. 
INDEPENDENCE FROM THE COMPUTATION RULE. A computation rule is a function 
from definite goals to atoms such that the value of the function on a goal is an atom, 
called the selected atom, in that goal. Given a computation rule R, a refutation via 
R of a goal G is a refutation of G in which at every step the atom selected for the 
resolution is given by R. Zf G has a refutation with c.a.s. 8, then, for any computation 
rule R, G has a refutation via R with a c.a.s. 9’ which is a variant of 9. 
One reason why the proof of completeness for K-LEAF and Flat-LEAF 
programs is more complex than the standard one is the presence of strict equations. 
In fact, they represent a special case of atoms, because their truth value is 
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established in the definition of interpretation, and does not come from the program 
clauses of W (which are the only ones involved in the definition of T). In practice, 
we have to show that the clauses of E(W) represent a complete set of axioms for 
strict equations. 
THEOREM 12. Let B a strict equality (i.e., an atom of the form t z u or, 
equivalently, (t = u) = true. For every substitution 9, if V( B9) is true in Mmin then 
(1) 9 E Subst(Var(B), D) (i.e., 9 is ground and it maps into maximal elements). 
(2) the goal t B has a refutation with c.a.s. 8. 
Proof (1) Immediate, since = can have the value true only on finite maximal 
elements, and in the Herbrand interpretations the strict equations can have the 
value true only if they are ground (a variable could be instantiated to I). 
(2) By structural induction on B9. If B9 is c = c, where c is a data constant, 
then B matches with the head of the clause c E cc of = ( W) and the m.g.u. 8 is 
obtained. If B8 is c(d,, . . . . d,) = c(d,, . . . . d,), where c is a data constructor and 
d 1, . . . . d,,, are ground data terms, then B matches with the head of a clause of E ( W) 
of the form 
4x1 9 .*., X,)EC(Yl, . ..) ym)+xl -y,, . ..) x,=y,. 
Let 9, be the m.g.u. of B and c(xi, ,.., x,) - c(y,, . . . . y,). Let 9, be the substitution 
such that x,9, Q2 = y,$, 9, = di for each i. The d:s are structurally simpler than B9, 
then the inductive hypothesis applies and c (x1 = y,, . . . . x, = y,) 9, has a refuta- 
tion with c.a.s. QZ. Therefore, we get a refutation for c B with computed answer 
substitution 9, Q2. Moreover, 
B,!J, 9, = (c(x,, . . . . x,) E c( y,, . . . . y,)) 9, Q2 = (c(d,, . . . . d,,,) = c(d,, . . . . d,)) = B9. 1 
LEMMA 7 (Ground completeness). Let W be a flat program, let G : +B be a 
ground flat goal, and let 9 E Subst( Var(B), Dl). Zf [B$] ,,,,,, = true, then G9 has a 
refutation. 
Proof From Theorem 6 and Corollary 1 we have Mmin = lfp( T) = una ,, ?(I,). 
Moreover, since B9 is finite, [B9] IfpcTj = true implies that there exists a n such 
that [B$] Tnc,Ij = true. Therefore it is sufficient to show that, for every n, if 
%W rn(,lJ = true then t B has a refutation. Let B9 be B,, . . . . B,. By induction 
on n, 
(n =l) If [B9]T~c,Il = true, then for each Bi of the form ti = di we have three 
cases: 
(a) ti is a strict equation and di is true, 
(b) di is 1, 
(c) there exists a unit clause C in W whose head unifies with ti = di. 
Because of Theorem 12, the atoms of case (a) are refutable, the atoms of case (b) 
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can be refuted by means of a suitable clause in = ( W), and, in case .(c), we obtain 
a refutation by using C. By composing all these derivations we have the global 
refutation for G9. 
(n > 1) If WI Tn(fI) = true, then for each Bi of the form ti = di we have again 
three cases: 
(a) ti is a strict equation and di is true, 
(b) dj is I, 
(c) there exists a clause C: A t B’,, . . . . L3; in W such that A is unifiable 
with tj = di and, if cr is the m.g.u., then [(B’, , . . . . B;) y] T”- I,,~) = true for 
some y which extends (T. 
The first two cases are analogous to the ones in the induction base. For the last 
case we have to show that c ti = di has a refutation. By applying C we obtain the 
goal G’ : +-- (B’, , . . . . B;) g. Let O’ be the substitution such that cry’ = y. By inductive 
hypothesis the goal c (II’,, . . . . Bb) CW’ has a refutation, and therefore, from the 
lifting lemma, also G’ is refutable. 1 
LEMMA 8. Let W be a flat program, let G : +- B be a flat goal and let 9 belong 
to Subst(Var(B), Dl( V)). Zf W + V(B9) then G9 has a refutation with an empty 
c.a.s. 
Proof. Let xl, . . . . x, be the variables occurring in B9. Let a,, . . . . a, be new data 
constants, and consider the alphabet of W extended with a,, . . . . a,. Let w’ denote 
the program W on the extended alphabet. Consider the ground substitution 
u= {x, := a,, . . ..x. := a,} 
and consider the conjunction B&J. Since W k V(B9), then W’ b B&J, because 
every model of W’ is also a model of W. In particular, [B&J] ,,,,,,, = true (where 
M m1n is the minimal Herbrand model of W’). Therefore, by Lemma 7, G&J has a 
refutation in w’ (of course, with an empty c.a.s.). By the lifting lemma, G9 has a 
refutation in W’, and then in W, with a c.a.s. 6 more general than 6; i.e., 
S= (xi, :=ai,, . . . . xi, := ai,} 
for a subset ‘i \ 1, ...2 ik} of { 1, . . . . m}. Since the zis do not actually occur either in W 
(in W’), or in G9, no m.g.u. used in the refutation can actually contribute to any 
of the xi, : = a$. Therefore 6 is empty. 1 
THEOREM 13 (Completeness of Flat-LEAF). Let W be a ji’at program, let 
G : + B a f7at goal, and let g~Subst(Var(B), Dl). If W + V(B9), then G has a 
refutation with computed answer substitution CT and 3y such that cry = 9. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, G9 has a refutation, and therefore, by lifting lemma, G has 
a refutation with c.a.s. o more general than 9; i.e., there exists y such that oy = 9. 1 
The following theorem extends these results to the infinite case. 
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THEOREM 14 (Completeness for infinite atoms). Let W be Q j7ut program, let 
G :t B be a flat goal and let 9 E Subst(Var(B), CU( I’)). Zf W k V(B$), then 
G has a refutation. Moreover, let B be B,, . . . . B, and B, be ti = di. For every 
p~Subst(Var(BS), CU), for every d;, . . . . &*ED, such that [TdjM < [ti8pJM, G has 
a refutation with c.a.s. (T and 3y such that ay < 9p and d: < [diay] M d [tic?] ,,, d 
[rti9PD A4. 
ProoJ The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 13. We start considering the 
extended alphabet, as in Theorem 12, and the corresponding Ifp(T). It is possible 
to show, by continuity of T, that there exists a finite substitution 6 such that 
4 G lIdihDlfp(T) = %tidlfp(T) and 6 d 9~. Similarly to Theorem 12, G6 has a refutation 
with an empty c.a.s. By lifting lemma, G has a refutation with c.a.s. r~ more general 
than 6. Therefore, for a suitable y, oy < 9p holds. Moreover, by Theorem 10, 
idioll Mmln G ltiall M,,. 3 and therefore [d,ay] ,+, < [Ttiay] M. 
THEOREM 15 (Completeness of K-LEAF). Let W be a K-LEAF program, let 
G : c B be a K-LEAFgoal, and let 9 E Subst( V, D). Zf W k V(B9), thenflatc(G) has 
a refutation with computed answer substitution (T and 3y such that ay = 9. 
Prooj If W l= V(B9), then, by Lemma 5 and Theorem 9, $‘a~( W) j= 
V(flatc(B) 9’) for a 9’ which extends 9 on the new variables introduced by the 
flattening. By Theorem 14, given a substitution p, there exists a refutation for 
flute(B) with a c.a.s. 6 and 3y such that 6y < 9’~ and d: < [dioY] ,,,, < [r,oy], < 
[ti$pJ M for every ti = di in B. Since the d;s in B are true, the restriction cr of 6 to 
Var(B) is maximal and therefore we can find a substitution 4 such that 04 = 9~. 
Since this is true for every p, we have that rr is more general than 9. m 
7. EXECUTION OF K-LEAF PROGRAMS 
In this section we discuss the features of flattening +SLD-resolution (flat SLD- 
resolution, in the following) as the execution mechanism for K-LEAF. Moreover, 
we define an inference system which is more efficient than the one described in 
Section 4, but equivalent to it; i.e., soundness and completeness are still preserved. 
It consists of an outermost computation rule and of two new inference rules which 
replace, in some special cases, the resolution with the equality axioms. 
In general, the computational methods that have been proposed for HCL-with- 
equality languages are based on SLD-resolution and narrowing. Both of them are 
linear strategies, obtained as refinements of resolution and completion, respectively. 
In particular, it is worth mentioning conditional narrowing [lS, 221 and 
SLDE-resolution (i.e., SLD-resolution with syntactic unification replaced by a 
E-unification [26, 43 ] ). 
Flat SLD-resolution behaves better than narrowing with respect to several 
aspects. In fact, 
. SLD-resolution was shown to be equivalent to “relined” narrowing [12], 
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with a considerable gain in efficiency with respect to “ordinary” narrowing 
(elimination of redundant solutions and, more generally, reduction of the search 
space); 
l the full (relational plus functional) language can be supported by a single 
inference mechanism; 
. conditional equations can easily be handled, without need of extensions. 
A critical point in our approach concerns the (apparent) loss of the producer 
consumer information contained in the functional notation, caused by flattening. 
For example, in an atom of the form p(f(x)), the notation shows that p depends 
on the value of f(x). The flattening transforms p(f(x)) into two atoms p(y), 
f’(x) =y, which (apparently) are at the same level. However, the producer-- 
consumer information is still implicitly present in the flat form and can be exploited 
by the selection strategy. In fact, in a K-LEAF goal, equational atoms cannot be 
present, and therefore every equational atom in the flat goal has the form .f(t) = .v, 
and can be considered a producer on the variable J. For the same reason, any other 
atom in which y occurs (in the input part) can be considered a consumer on J (in 
the above example, p(y) is a consumer on y). 
A selection rule corresponding to the innermost rule (in the unflattened program) 
can be easily implemented through the usual leftmost selection rule of Prolog [ 123, 
provided that flat literals are put in the right order by the flattening procedure. 
However, this strategy has a serious drawback in the unbounded possibility of 
using the clauses of the form f(xi, . . . . x,) = I, which results in a large amount of 
useless computations. Moreover, if x and y are not produced by any other subgoal, 
then the resolution of a subgoal of the form x -.t’ with a strict equality clause 
generates an infinite search tree. 
The use of the clauses of the form f(xi, . . . . x,) = I is necessary for the complete- 
ness, except for the case of totally defined functions, as in [22]. The problem of 
their inefficient use could be overcome by noting that the resolution of an equa- 
tional atom f(d, , . . . . d,) = z with f(xi, . . . . x,) = I is useful only if the atoms (if any) 
in which z occurs as argument do not require a value for z; i.e., their resolutions 
bind z to variables only. Unfortunately, in general this is not the case, and it cannot 
be statically detected. On the other hand, there exists a selection rule, the outermost 
strategy, which naturally avoids the unnecessary uses of f(x, , . . . . x,) = I, without 
needing any statical detection. The outermost strategy is a mechanism analogous to 
lazy evaluation in functional programming. In fact, it selects an equational atom 
only when its produced variable should be bound to a non-variable term by a 
consumer atom, and, in this case, it uses the program clauses only. According to 
this selection strategy, the resolution of an equational literal against a clause 
f(x I, ...> x,) = -L is only necessary to eliminate the producers of variables which are 
no longer consumed by (i.e., do not occur in) any other atom. It may, therefore. be 
implemented as an elimination rule. 
In order to avoid the possibility of infinite branches in the resolution of x-y. 
strict equations can be handled in an ad-hoc way. Namely, in the case where x and 
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y are not produced, we can apply a sort of “fake” x z x clause (s-equality rule). This 
rule does not affect the soundness. In fact, there are no other atoms which can bind 
the two sides of the strict equality to terms denoting infinite or undefined objects. 
In the following we describe the outermost strategy. 
DEFINITION 12. (i) An outermost atom (in a flattened goal) is 
( 1) a relational atom p(d, , . . . . d,), 
(2) a strict-equality atom d, = d2, 
(3) an equational atom f(d,, . . . . d,) =x whose produced variable x does 
not occur elsewhere in G. 
(ii) Let A be a literal of the form p(d,, . . . . d,,)[f(dl, . . . . d,) =x] and P be 
a flattened L-LEAF program, then cZauses(A, P) denotes the set of all clauses 
defining ~[f] in P. 
THE ALGORITHM. A Pascal-like description of the algorithm is given in the 
following. The italic words are either variables or names defined in the program 
or in the paper. The underlined words are keywords. Plain texts are informal 
sentences. 
resolue(Goal: K-LEAF goal; Program: K-LEAF program); 
G : = flatc( Goal); 
P : = j7at( Program); 
while G is not empty and there is no failure &J 
- select-don’t-care an outermost atom A in G. 
-- 
- A is an equational atom then eliminate it, i.e., G : = G- (A} 
- A is a relational atom then 
execute demand-driven-resolution of A using clauses(A, P) w.r.t. G and P 
if demand-driven-resolution returns a new goal G’ then G: = G’; 
& failure endif -3 
- A is a strict equality atom then 
execute strict-equality-resolution of A w.r.t. G and P 
if strict-equality-resolution returns a new goal G’ then G: = G’; 
& failure endif -7 
case end 
end while 
if G is empty 
then success, and return the solution (i.e., the answer substitution is the com- 
position of all the mgu’s used in the resolution steps, restricted to 
variables in Goal) 
else return failure &f. 
end 
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Demand-driven-resolution (ddr)(A atom; G flat goal; P flat program); 
select-don’t-know in cfuuses(A, P) a clause cl such that A and the head of cl are 
unifiable 
if there is no such clause 
then return failure 
else let cr : = mgu(A, head of cl); 
caSe 
(T does not bind to non-variable terms variable produced by other atoms 
then apply ordinary resolution to A and cl, and return the obtained 
goal; 
(r binds to non-variable term a variable z produced by an equational 
atom t=z: 
lhen (resolution of A suspended) 
execute ddr of t = z using clauses( t = z,P) w.r.t. G and P 
caSe 
it returns failure then return failure; 
it returns a goal G’, where the atom A has been instantiated to As 
then 
execute ddr of AT using (cl) w.r.t. G’ and P 
caSe 
it returns failure then return failure; 






strict-equality-resolution (ser) (A strict equality atom; G flat goal; P flat program); 
case 
A is c(d,, ..,, d,) z c’(d;, . . . . dm) 
then apply ordinary resolution with a = -clause; 
if resolution fails then return failure else return the obtained goal endif 
(i.e., if c is the same constructor as c’ then return the goal 
G - { c(d, , . . . . d,) 3 c’(d;, . . . . 4)) + {d, = d’, , . . . . d, = &f; e&e failure); 
A is x, = x2 where both x1 and x2 are non-produced variables 
then unify them (that results in binding r of x1 to x2 or vice versa) 
and eliminate A, i.e., return the goal (G - {A} ) T (s-equality rule) 
A is x 3 c(d,, . . . . d,) or c(d,, . . . . d,) = x, where x is a non-produced variable 
then apply ordinary resolution to A and a E -clause 
and return the goal thus obtained; 
A is x - d or d s x, where x is variable produced by an equational atom t = x 
then execute ddr of t = x using clauses (t = z, P) w.r.t. G and P; 
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it returns failure then return failure 
it returns a new goal G’, where the atom A has been instantiated to Ar 
then execute set of Az w.r.t. G’ and P 
cake it returns failure then return failure; 





Note that this strategy does not bind any variable to terms containing I, i.e., any 
substitution c computed by resolve is Q : V-, D(V) instead of (T: V+ Dl( V). 
EXAMPLE. Consider the following K-LEAF program, which is already in flat 
form, 
(1) Ax, Y) + q(x), x = a. 
(2) 4(a). 
(3) f(b, x) = 4 
where a and b are constructors. 
Consider the goal +p(f(x, y), g(x)), y = r. The flattened form is +-p(v1, v2), 
f(x, y) = 01, g(x) = v2, y = r. We can select the outermost atom p(u1, 02), which, 
resolved with (1 ), gives the goal 
+ g(ul), vl = a, f(x, Y) = ul, g(x) = u2, y = r. 
The equational atom g(x) = v2 can be eliminated, since the produced variable v2 
does not appear elsewhere in the goal. Then we obtain the goal 
+ q(ul), 01 = a, f(x, y) = vl, y = r. 
Resolution of q(v1) is suspended, since (2) would bind the variable ul, produced by 
the atomf(x, y) = vl, to the non-variable term a. Then the execution off(x, y) = vl 
is selected, thus generating the goal 
+-q(a), a=a, yrr. 
Now resolution of q(a) (i.e., q(ul), where vl is bound to a) with the clause (2) can 
be resumed, thus obtaining the goal 
taza,y=r. 
After the trivial strict equality resolution of a = a, we obtain 
+-y=r. 
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Finally, we resolve y f r by the s-equality rule, thus obtaining the empty goal. The 
computed answer substitution is (x := b, y : = r}. 
The proposed strategy is an extension to the conditional case of Reddy’s fuz.r 
narrowing [40]. One difference is in the computation of an (unflattened) atom 
e =x. Flattening + outermost SLD-resolution evaluates e until it becomes a data- 
term. On the contrary, lazy narrowing immediately produces the substitution 
{X : = e}, which may not be a solution of the equation e = .Y in the intended seman- 
tics. 
An advantage of outermost SLD-resolution with respect to lazy narrowing is that 
it gets for free the sharing of subexpressions derived from a common expression. In 
the previous example the equational atom ,f(x, y) = ul is shared by the relational 
atom q(o1) and the strict equality atom 01 z a. Neither completeness nor soundness 
of that SLD-resolution hold for resolve. 
THEOREM 16 (Completeness of outermost resolution). Let W be a K-LEAF 
program and G a K-LEAF goal. If Go, with o: V -+ D, is a logic consequence of’ W, 
then there is a substitution o’ computed by resolve(G, W), such that 6’ is not less 
general than o, i.e., for some substitution t, g;VarCC;,~ = o. 
Proof: The proof can be derived in two steps. The first one considers the atom 
selection strategy only, where resolutions against equality and strict equality axioms 
are not yet replaced with elimination and s-equality rules. Since it concerns only the 
computation rule, the completeness and correctness results for SLD-resolution in 
Section 6 can be applied. The second step considers the two new inference rules. It 
is easy to show (see the table below) that completeness is not affected, since the 
substitutions computed by these rules are more general than those computed by the 
equality axioms. 
Atom New inference rules Equality axioms 
0 is empty 
cris {x:=y} 
ais(atleast){x:= 1; 
Weobtainag={x:= d;~:= d) 
foranydinD 1 
THEOREM 17 (Soundness of outermost resolution). Let W be a K-LEAF 
program and G a K-LEAF goal. If p is an answer computed b-v resolve(G, W), then 
for each Herbrand model I of W, and for each substitution ,9: Var(Gp) + D, Gp9 is 
true in I. 
Proof: As in the previous theorem, the proof can be derived in two steps. The 
first one is analogous to the completeness case. The second one is less trivial than 
the one of completeness because the answers computed by the outermost strategy 
are more general. We need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 9. Let W be a K-LEAF program and G a K-LEAF goal. Let G’ be the 
current goal and u be the composition of all the mgu’s computed at any step of the 
computation of resolve(G, W). Then the following property holds: 
For any variable x not produced by any equational atom occurring in the 
previous current-goals, for any variable y in Var(o(x)), y is still not 
produced. 
Proof By induction on the number of steps. The induction step is based on 
l left-linearity of patterns in clause heads, 
l the condition (d) on the syntax of Flat-LEAF clauses, 
l the condition that the s-equality rule can be applied only if the two terms 
are non-produced variables. 1 
COROLLARY 3. Let W be a K-LEAF program and G a K-LEAF goal. Let G’ and 
o be the current goal and the composition of all the mgu’s computed at any step of 
the computation by resolve(G, W). The following property holds: 
for any x in Var(G), for any y in Var(a(x)), y is not a produced variable. 
Proof Immediate from the previous lemma and by noting that the only 
produced variables in flatc(G) are the new variables introduced by the flattening 
procedure. 1 
Proof of Theorem 17. 
ELIMINATION RULE. We can apply this rule to f (d,, . . . . d,) = x only if x does 
not occur in the rest of the goal. Therefore the computed answer is equal to that 
computed by resolving all the eliminated goals of the form f (d,, . . . . d,) = x with 
f(x 1, . . . . x,) = I, because the binding x : = I is not “visible” to the non-produced 
variables, and then, because of the previous lemma, it is not “visible” to the 
variables in the original (unflattened) goal. See also property 1. 
S-EQUALITY RULE. Let c be a solution computed by the procedure resolve, then 
a(x) = o(y). By replacing each s-equality rule application with a resolution step 
against strict-equality-clauses for any 9: {x, y} + D such that 9(x) = 9(y) and 
9 < (T, we obtain the solution $o’, where 0’ = CJ restricted to Dam(a) - {x, y }. Since 
9 is ground, $a’ = $a < CJ. Therefore all the ground instances (in D, and with respect 
to {x, y }) of u are correct, and then (T is correct (with respect to {x, y}). 1 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have presented the syntax, the operational, and the declarative 
semantics of the logical plus fuctional language K-LEAF. We have discussed the 
advantages of the technique on which this language is based (flattening instead of 
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narrowing) and we have shown how it is possible to describe infinite processes, i.e., 
programs producing and/or consuming infinite data structures. This feature is care- 
fully formalized, from a semantics point of view, by means of domains having a 
CPO structure. The soundness and completeness of the operational semantics are 
then proved. Finally, we have given an optimized algorithm for computing 
K-LEAF programs, based on an outhermost strategy. 
The sequential (outermost) computational model of K-LEAF has been 
implemented on an (extended) Warren Abstract Machine [ 133. An OR-parallel 
implementation for a distributed architecture is now under development, and we 
are also investigating an AND-parallel computational model [23]. 
K-LEAF has been developed in the context of the subtask D of the ESPRIT 
Project 415. The main purpose of this subtask is the design and the implementation 
of a higher-order logic plus functional language, called IDEAL [7, 9, 111. This 
language should offer in a unified and coherent environment the most appealing 
features of Prolog and of the modern functional languages: full invertibility, non- 
determinism, higher-order functions and predicates, lazy-evaluation, and typing. 
Besides being a rich extension of Prolog, K-LEAF has been regarded as a high-level 
intermediate language for the implementation of IDEAL. 
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